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INTRODUCTION

Ecological Investigations has been designed for maximum

flexibility: variations can readily he made in unit arrange-

ment, level of sophistication, and time- ollotmcnt,

The entire course may be taught ill tvel, 10 fourteen

weeks. The course, however, is divided into discreet units

which may be taught in any sequence.' Units can be added or

deleted without disrupting the effectiveness of the other

units and conceptual scheme. The major eeolo2c,a1 voncepts

stressed in each unit vary (Supplement # l); ye!_ tech unit

can.be readily altered (e.g. using appropriate discusiions

and reference material) to intensify the learning of a con-

ceFt or even to introduce additional concepts, At !east two

separate activities are included within each unit for rein-

forcement of major concepts. Each activity within a unit,

however, may be used as a separate entity. The basic struc-

ture of the course, including topics studied and activities

undertaken, can be simplified or advanced to suit nearly any

grade level and degree of student ability. In any one class,

with all the student's working on the same activity, each

student can achieve, success and learn according to his own

ability. The most advanced student can be chall,,nged,by the

same activity that .stimulates and intrigues the slowe:t

learner. The teacher can facilitate this adal,tability by

continuously posing questions to and encouraging inquiry

by each individual student commensurate with his ability.

The supplements consist of quizzes, study sheets, inquiry-

oriented questions, and lab material that have been success-

fully used by eighth and ninth grade students They can be

modified or replaced (or omitted) as necessary. Likewise,

specific teaching methods are offered as suggestions only.

As teachers and students vary, so must teaching technique.
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INTRODUCTION

Ecological Investigations has been designed for maximum

flexibility: variations can readily be made in unit arrange-

ment, level of sophistication, and time: allotmcnt.

The entire course may be taughtfiu twel;o to fourteen

weeks. The course, however, is divided into discreet units

which may be taught in any sequence.' Units can be :added or

deleted without disrupting the effectiveness of the other

units and conceptual scheme. The major ecological concepts

stressed in each unit vary (Supplement # 1); yet tach unit

can.be readily altered (e.g. using appropriate discussions

dnd reference material) to intensify the learning of a eon-

cept or even to introduce additional concepts. At least two

separate activities ate included within each unit for rein-

forcement of major concepts. Each activity within a unit,

however, may be used as a separate entity. The basic struc-

ture of the course, including topics studied and activities

undertaken, can be simplified or advanced to suit nearly any

grade level and degree of student ability. In any one class,

with all the student's working on the same activity, each

student can achieve success and leai.n according to his own

ability. The most adlianced student can be challengedOiy the

same activity that Jitimulates and intrigues the slowet

learner. The teacher can facilitate this adaptability by

continuously posing questions to and encouraging inquiry

by each individual student commensurate with his ability.

The supplements consist of quizzes, study sheets, inquiry-

oriented questions, and lab material that have been success-

fully used by eighth and ninth grade students. They can be

modified or replaced (or omitted) as necessary. Likewise,

specific teaching methods are offered as suggestions only.

As teachers and students vary, so must teaching technique.



No attempt has been made to extensively investigate

every ecological concept and principle. The goal, instead,

has been to provide students with a basic understanding of

ecology through maximum student involvement and enjoyment.

Ecology is not sealed within the pages of a book. . .

nor is it best revealed in a forest: it is in the school

yard, behind the students' homes, within the cracks in the

sidewalk, and in the vacant lot across the street. The out-

door activities includid; therefore, can be used near any

school building and probably within walking distance.

Likewise, costs are minimal. Biology texts include

an adequate section on ecology. A bibliography is included,

however, for each unit. Most equipment can be made by the

students or teacher. An equipment list is also included

with each unit. Films are suggested, but are not essential.

Enthusiasm and total involvement are infectious. A

teacher with mud on his knees and enthusiasm on his face,

supported by an activity-oriented and student - centered

curriculum, is guartinteed success!
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*UNIT

I. Orientation

COURSE SCHEDULE

ACTIVITY **PERIODS

Is Ecology Square? 2

A Sense Situation 1

II. Introduction to Pictoral Dictionary of
Interrelationships Ecology Terms

9

An Ecosystem in One 2
Square Foot

Genesis: The Building
of an Ecosystem

Part I - indoors 5
Par.t 1T - Outdoors indefinite

III. Nature's Law of The Food ,Web Entanglement 4
Supply and Demand

A Towering Puzzle 4

IV, To Each His Own The Adaptation Angle 3

A Transect Study - The 10
Ecologists' "Thing"

An Adaptable Treasure Hunt

V. "The OnlyThifgt---------AProgressive Field Trip
Constant is Change"

***Change in the Unseen World 4

VI. Adversity and Simulating Survival Under 4
Diversity Stress

Can You Predict Peril?

*See Supplement # I and 2 for list of concepts stressed in
each unit and activity,

**Time for quizzes has not been included. Each period is
Ti minutes in length.

.***This is a microscopic study of succession as it occurs in
hay infusion. The teacher must begin preparing the hay
infusion four to six weeks before the students study it.
Supplement # 36 contains details.
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SUPPLEMENT

Ecological Concepts (Key to Supplement

I. All organisms are interdependent and dependent upon their
physical environment.

A. Populations are limited by biological and physical
factors, thus maintaining a balance in narure.

B. Organisms compete with each other for food, shelter,
and space.

C. Symbiosis (mutualism, commensalism, parasitism) and
territoriality are means to lessening competition.

II. Man is an integral part of an ecosystem and capable of
vastly affecting it.

III. Environments are constantly .hanging due totboth physical
and biological influences (stress)

A. Organisms continuously alter their own environment,
making it less inhabitable for themselves, but per-
haps more inhabitable for other species.

B. Each species has structural and physiological charac-
teristics enabling it to function successfully in its
habitat and niche,

C. Organisms that cannot adapt to change die.

D. The successful organism is one that survives and
reproduces.

E. Change, as the result of environmental stress, may
not be immediately evident, sometimes requiring
months or years to be effected.

IV. The more diversity there is (pertaining to an individual,
a species, a community, or an ecosystem), the more sta-
bility there is.. Man is a simplifier of ecosystems.

V. The earth can be compared to a giant spaceship. We have
now on earth all the matter we ever will have. This
matter must be (and is) reused (recycled).

VI.' All life on earth depends upon solar energy.

A. Energy does not cycle. Solar energy must be contin-
ually introduced -in an ecosystem since most uleful
energy is lost (mainly as heat) as it passes through
food chains.



Supplement # 1 (Cont.)

B. Food chains require a broad base. That is, because
..

of the inefficiency of energy transfer, a food chain
must be supported by huge amounts of producer orga-
nisms.

5

1
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SUPPLEMENT 2

Majur Concepts Stressed

UNIT *MAIN CONCEPTS ACTIVITIES *l4AIN/COROLCARY
CONCEPTS

I. Orientation

II. Introduction to
Interrelation-
ships

Piclorlal Dictionary I

of Ecological Terms

An Ecosystem in One I, III B, V, VI
Square Foot

Genesis: The Build- 1, II, III,
ing of an Ecosystem V, VI

III. Nature's Law of V, VI The Food Web
Supply and Demand Entanglement

A Towering Puzzle

IV. To Each His Own I, IrlrB, The Adaptation
C Angle

"The Only Thing III
Constant is Change"

VI. Adversity and IV
Diversity,

*See Supplement # 1 for key

I, II, III, IV,
V VI

II, III,
VI

I B, III B

A Transect Study- I A; III A, B,

The Ecologists' Thing C, E; IV; V; VI

An Adaptable Treasure III B
Hunt

A Progressive Field I, IT, III, IV
Trip

Change in the Unseen I, III
World

Simulating Survival I, 11, III, IV
Under Stress

Can You Predict I, II, III', IV

Peril?
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Films for Ecological InvesTiation6

Purchase or Rental:

Nature's Half Acre (color, 33 minutes). Walt Pisney Education
Material Company, 1700 Gately Dr? t' Rirhmond, Virginia
23233.

Depicts the continuity ;A: lifp (ulfonL hlidsi plants,
and insects. Stresses interlf-pendPnt.v.

Microsconic Life: The World Of 'The Invisiblc (B/W 11 minutes).
Rental $8.00 Encyclopedia Britannisa Educational Corp.
425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago- 1111uois 60011.

Aids in the identification of mii organisms
typically found in ponds o.

The Sin le-Celled Animals - Protozoa t iulot, 17 minutes).
Rental 8.00 Encyclopedia Britannica Educallonal Corp.
425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, lilinei 00611.

Aids in the identififotion of picioA'a.

Succession From Sand Dune To Foiest (color, 20 minutes).
Rental $8.00 Encyclopedia Britannrca hducational Corp.
425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illiaois u0011.

Excellent presentation of succesicn. Stresses
interdependency.

Animal Adaptations In A Northern Environment (color, 11 minutes).
Rental $8.00. BFA Educational Media. 2211 Michigan
Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404.

Describes how various animals adapt to the arctic
tundra.

Adaptation To Ocean Environments (4olor, 11 minutes). Rental
$8.00. BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa
Monica, California 90404.

Discusses the relationship between animal structures
and the physical environmental factors that must
be faced.

Life In The Sea. (B/W, 11 miter es). Rental $2.00. University
of North Carolina. Bureau of Audiovisual Education.
ill Abernathy Hall, Chapel dill, North Carolina

Describes life forms in the sea and interdependencies.
Discusses food chains.

Seashore Life. (color, 10 minutes). Rental $4.00. University
of North Carolina. Bureau of Audiovisual filucation.
111 Abernathy Hall, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Portrays life on three kinds of seashore and
adaptations of animals to thi it special environment.
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Loan (Free):

Wildlife Babies. (color, 25 minutes). Division of Education.
Wildlife Resources Commission. P. O. Box 2919, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27602.

Depicts the young of a number of wildlife pecies
in their natural habitat. Beautiful Ontngraphy.

A Way Of Life. (color, 27 minutes). Divis )1 Education.
Wildlife Resources Commission. P. O. Box 2919, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27602.

Explains the important role predators play in
maintaining the balance of nature.

Conservation And Balance In Nature. (color, 18 minutes).
Division of Education. Wildlife Resources Commission.
P. 0. Box 2919. Raleigh, North Carolina 27602.

A simple review of ecological principles.
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UNIT I PLAN

UNIT LE: ORIENTATION

TIME: 3 periods

PURPOSE -OR-6BJECTIVE:

Sometimes it is advantageous to allow a couple of days for

both student and teacher to get to know each other. in

tiddition, a short activity or two at the beginning of a

course can provide the student with an encouraging hint

-of good things to come and pique curiosity and enthusiasm.

ABSTRACT:

The first activity, "Is Ecology Square?", involves the stu-

dents in a group effort at constructing a three-dimensional

collage that portrays the groups' concept of what the term

ecology means to them. The second activity, "A Sense

Situation", is a walking and sitting field study that

requires the Students to record every sensual impression

they receive.

UNIT I SCHEDULE

Is Ecology Square? Activity 1 period

Post-Activity I period

A Sense Situation Activity 1 period

Post-Activity -2- periodI



UNIT I: ORIENTATION

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

Is Ecology Square?

TIME: 2 periods

GOAL:

To superficially evaluate the student's level of understand-

ing of ecology and his expectations concerning course con-

tent.

To provide an atmosphere conducive to getting acquainted

and becoming accustomed to working together and sharing

ideas.

INIRODUCTION:

Students will not be certain they know exactly what

ecology is, but they will have an impression or opinion

based upon past experiences. This activity is designed so

they can get to know each other better, express and share

their definitions of ecology, and stimulate their imagi-

nation. They can be told that at the end of the course

each will be asked to evaleat*e hig collage: Does it dis-

play a complete definition of ecology? What concept or'

idea has been overlooked? What is incorrect?

MATERIALS

PER GROUP OF 4

1 small cardboard box (or squares of cardboard that can
be used to make a-Mobite)

old magazines, preferably wildlife oriented

string to attach to box so it may be suspended from
the,ceifxrit ,(or to construct a mobile)

*scissors

4marking pens or crayons

scotch tape, paste, or masking tape
loptional

10



ACTIVITY PLANS

Is Ecology Square?

UNIT I: ORIENTATION

TIME: i period

TO THE TEACHER:

Explain to the students that they are each to work in a

grouts (of 3 -5 students) to construct a 3-dimensional collage

(by pasting pictures on all sides of the box) that displays

the group's collective idea of what ecology is Each group

will select a speaker to explain its collage to the class.

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Establish group membership by numbering the students
from 1 to 4 and designating that all students with the
same number form a group. (Hopefully, this will he
somewhat random.)

2. Assist the students in obtaining materials and encourage
the expression of their ideas, but do not give them
ideas or suggestions.

5. Ask.the students to write their names inside the box
and attach a length of string to the box so the collage
can be hung from the ceiling the next day,

II
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POST-ACTIVITY PLANS

Is Ecology Square?

UNIT I: ORIENTATION

TIME: 1 period,

EITHER -

Each group explains the relevance of its pictures to ecology.

Students from other groups are encouraged to delve deeper,

asking questions that may clarify or extend the meaning

implied by the collage.

OR -

The students exchange collages and try to explain what they

think each others' definition of ecology is, based upon the

pictures that were selected. The 'creators' of the collage

may then want to verify the explanation or defend the pictures

that had been misinterpreted.

NOTE: Even a 'slow' group can do the latter successfully.
The latter suggestion has the dual, advantages of
(1) relaxing the atmosphere among the students who
may be timid about justifying their own work and
(2) stimulating the students' imagination while
challenging their ability to reason, Thealterna-
tive procedures can be offered as choices.
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UNIT I: ORIENTATION

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

A Sense Situation

TIME: 1 period

GOAL:

To get the students outdoors, where their objects of study

are physically located!

To provide students with an Opportunity to evaluate the

keenness of their own seLses.

To stimulate within each student a more sensual, physical

awareness of his external environment.

INTRODUCTION:

Students should be notified in advance that they will

need to wear old clothing and perhaps bring something on

which to sit if the ground is wet. They wouldn't neces-

sarily have to be told any more than that. The teacher

should attempt to find an area within walking distance of

the school. The area may be an empty lot, a wooded area,

or even the school campus or front lawns of nearby homes

(with permission).

MATERIALS:

PER STUDENT TEACHER

2 sheets of paper whistle

pencil .

Lard surface on which to write



ACTIVITY FLANS

A Sense Situation

UNIT I: ORIENTATION

TIME: period

TO THE TEACHER:

At the beginning of class, tell students to assemble

their paper and pencil and follow you to the designated

study area. Instruct the students to walk away by them-

selves nd either continue to walk slowly or. preferably,

sit still without sneakim for 10-15 minutes until they

hear the whistle which is the signal to reassemble. While

they are alone they must record everything they sense

(smell, touch, hear, see).

When all have reassembled, ask the students to study

their lists carefully (some may want to read their lists

to the others) and determine which sense(s) they have

utilized the least. Instruct them to once again walk away

for 10 minutes, this time concentrating on the sense(s)

they neglected the first time. They may be asked to pay

particular attention to those stimuli immediately surround-

ing them'(e.g, smell a leaf, feel the soil).

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Time for recording will vary depending upon the time
necessary to walk to the study site and the length of
the class period. These factors need to be considered
in advance

2. After the first recording it is advisable to allow per-
haps two students (who have good lists) to read their
lists to the others as a good example for others to
emulate (i.e. stimulating others to perhaps be more
sensitive to their environment).

111
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POST-ACTIVITY PLANS

A Sense Situation

UNIT I: ORIENTATION

TIME: 1 period

TO THE TEACHER:

4

When the second 10-minute recording has elapsed, students

should regroup. You may then ask them to evaluate and compare

their lists. Did they sense more the second time? Do they

think they have been using all their senses as much as they

could- . . or should? What do they feel they have gained by

this activity?

SUGGESTIONS:

1. You may want to read each student's observations and indi-
cate whether or not that student is using all his senses
as much as he could4

2. A. justification of this activity is that an ecologist
must be extremely sensitive to his environment. The
students may be asked to explain why this statement is
true.
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UNIT II PLAN

UNIT II TITLE: INTRODUCTION tO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: at least,10 periods

PURPOSE OR OBJECTIVE:

The primary purpose of this unit is to provide experiences

for the student that help to build the concept of inter-

relationships that take place among all living things and

their environment--both biological and physical. Stadents

also discover why orginisms are interdependent. Adattionally,

the activities help develop such generalized shills as

learning to plan ahead, how to use reference materials.

cooperating with a team, and teach responsibility not only

to other people but to other species as well.

ABSTRACT:

The students become familiar with fundamental ecological terms

by preparing a pictorial dictionary of teacher-selected vocab-

ulary words. The unit also contains a trip to an old field

CAn Ecosystem In One Square Foot"), where the students study

one square foot of earth, record everything on and under this

area, and analyze die interrelationships therein. Extending

this study, they plan, build, and attempt to balance either

a terrarium or aquarium ("Genesis: The Building of an Eco-

system"). Following this, if time, space, and enthusiasm

permit, the study of interrelationships can he further compli-

cated and investigated by planning and developing a miniature

ecosystem out000rs (on campus),

NOTE: The sequence of activities; if used in the order pre-
sented above, are designed to lead the student as fol-
lows: The square-foot study enables the student to
visualize all the complex interdependencies present
even in one square foot of earth. The student is then
challenged to build his own balanced ecosystem of
approximately the same dimensions (i_e. the terrarium
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or aquarium), As he becomes aware of the weial
restrictions as yell as special needs (e.g. finding
mating pairs of 'animals, providing the necessary
seasonal and climatic changes for reproduction),
he may be further challenged to build an outdoor
ecosystem. The problems eliminated by removing
the artificial barrier are replaced by other pro-
blems arising due to lack of containment: loss of
items, invasion by predators, climatic disturbances,
destructive intrusion by humaas. Indeed it is
possible to extend the unit and center an entire
ecology course around the construction, maintenance,
and study of the terrariums and the outdoor ecosystem.
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UNIT 11. SCHEDULE

Pictorial Dictionary of
Ecological Terms

An Ecosystem In One
Square Foot

Genesis: The Building
of An Ecosystem
fart I

Activity 2 periods

Activity 1 period
Post-Activity 1 period

Pre-Activity
Activity
Post-Activity

Part II Pre-Activity
Activity

SUPPLEMENTS

1 period
3 periods
1 period

1 period
indeterminate

3. Suggested list of defined vocabulary words

4. An Ecosystem In One Square Foot - Data Sheet

5. Blueprint of My "Square-Foot" Ecosystem

6. Information Sheet on Aquariums

7. Salt Water Aquariums

S. Information Sheet on Terrariums

9. Planning For The Terraria:an-Aquarium Study

10. Data Sheet for Terrarium-Aquarium Study

11. Genesis: The Building of an Ecosystem

12. Answers to Supplement # 11
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UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

Pictorial Dictionary of Ecological Terms

TIME: 2 periods

GOAL:

For students to learn essential ecological terms that enable

them to read and communicate ecological information with

comprehensi on.

INTRODUCTION:

Memorizing vocabulary words can become tedious and

boring. By introducing a minimum of essential words with

which the students must be familiar, in a method that is

perhaps novel, it is hoped the students will learn the words

without perhaps even realizing that they are. . .learning!

Also, the technique employed enables the teacher to evaluate

each student's actual comprehension of the words as opposed

to relying on a quiz based upon rote memory which doei not

guarantee and

MATERIALS:

many old magazines

scissors

tape, glue, or stapler

Defined vocabulary words (Supplement # 3)-1 copy/student
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ACTIVITY PLANS

Pictorial Dictionary of Ecological Terms

UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: 2 periods

TO THE TEACHER:

Explain the need for understanding thz, 'language of the

ecologist'. Hand out a copy of the def!nea vocabulary words

(Supplement ir3) and go over the 'Directions to the Student'

with the class. This activity can be presented as an

enjoyable alternative to the students' 1ooking up the defi-

nitions themselves and/or taking a voi.nbulary quiz.

SUGGESTIONS:

1, Student involvement and competition can be stimulated by
promising that only those students who do not complete
the assignment in time or whose completed work is poor,
will have to take a vocabulary test.

2. This entire activity can be assign(0 as homework or used
as a classroom activity the first day (so the teacher can
help the students get started) and completed as homework.

3. The bibliography contains references that would be help-
ful to a student who needs more information to under-
stand a term.
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STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 3

Defined vombnlary words

DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENT: please cut apart the defini-
tions, and tape, glue or staple each definition onto a piece
of notebook paper. Over, under-or 'beside each definition
place a picture you have either drawn yourself or cut out
of a newspaper or magazine that illustrates that definition.
If necessary, draw arrows or In some way explain how the
picture represents the defined vocabulary word.

DEFINITIONS:

I. ECOLOGY -

2. BIOSPHERE

3. ECOSYSTEM

the stud of the relationships of living things
to their environment and io each other

- the area in which life on our planet is
possible

- any stable environment in which living and
non-living things interact; and in 'which
materials are used over and over again

4. ABIOTIC FACTORS - the NON-LIVING eomponents (parts) in
an ecosystem, . . includes: soil,
water, gases, temperature, light,
and minerals

5. BIOTIC COMMUNITY - the LIVING organisms in an ecosystem

6. ORGANISM - any living thing, plant, or animal

7. LIMITING FACTOR - anything That is needed by an orga-
nism to survive (certain foods,
climate, shelter; etc.) FOR WHICH
THERE IS COMPETITION

8. HABITAT - the place where an organism liNes

9. NICHE - the part an organism plays in the balance
of nature; that is, what an organism does to
stay alive

10, INTERRELATIONSHIP -- a close tonneetion
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THE FOLLOWING ARE EXAMPLES OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS IN AN
ECOSYSTEM

11. PREDATOR - an animal that stalks kills, and eats
another animal

PREY - the victim of the predator; the animal taken
for food by the predator

12, SYMBIOSIS - two or more organisms of different species
living together (No. 13, 14, 15 are examples
of symbiosis so don't find a special picture
for this)

13. COMMENSALISM - two organisms of different species living
together: one of them benefits, the other
is neither benefited nor harmed

14. MUTUALISM - two organisms of different species living
together for mutual benefit (the benefit

both)

15. PARASITISM - one orgiinism using another LIVING organism
of a different species as a source of food;
that is, the act of feeding on or in another
organism to the harm of the host

PARASITE - the organism that benefits

HOST - the organism that is harmed



UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

An Ecosystem In One Square Foot

TIME: 2 periods

GOAL:

For the students to become aware of and appreciate the intra-

specific and interspecific relationships that abound on

(and under) just one square foot of earth.

Fox students to realize that even one square foot is a

complex ecosystem portraying many vital interdependencies.

For students to know that organisms depend upon each other

'and the abiotic factors within the ecosystem for food,

shelter, and reproduction.

INTRODUCTION:

A quadrate study need not be an overwhelming under-

taking: This "square-foot" study is simply a 'mini-quad-

rate' study which is no less complex than the typical three-

square-meters study usually employed. The study site should

be determined beforehando.the distance timed so that the

students are assured of 20-30 minutes to analyze their

square-foot, and the students forwarned so they know to

dress appropriately. The title is actually misnamed (for

simplicity) because the study penetrates the topsoil! The

ideal study site is an old field where there are a variety

of (preferably) low-growing weeds. For comparison some

students could study a wooded area, but because of the size

of the quadrate,,the woods do not offer the quantity of

organisms that a field does.



MATERIALS:

PER GROUP (2-5 students)

4 feet of string

spoon (optional)

TEACHER

whistle

PER STUDENT

pencil

field data sheet
Supplement # 4

2 /4



ACTIVITY PLANS

An Ecosystem In One Square Foot

UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: 1-2 periods

TO THE TEACHER:

Divide the class into groups. Distribute a copy of the

data sheet (Supplement # 4) to each student, a length of

string to each group; make certain that each student has a

pencil. Then lead the students to the study area. The direc-

tions on the data sheet should be selfexplanatory. However,

teacher assistance is always required. If the students are

not allowed to spread out too much, and a reasonable group

size is chosen (4), there should be ample time to visit each

group, offering suggestions and posing as well as answering

questions. The whistle is a convenient method for signalling

the time to return,

SUGGESTIONS:

1. it is helpful to collect the data sheets that day. Read-
ing over the data sheets will give you some insight con-
cerning the students' level of understanding and suggest
possible topics that need to be discuss -ed.

2. Teachers with large class loads can expedite their own
homework by requesting only one data sheet per group.



STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT i 4

An Ecosystem In One Square Foot

DIRECTIONS: Lay out a "square
foot of ground" using a piece
of string,- Explore and record
the many forms of plant and
animal life found in the square
foot. Names or descriptions (a
drawing will be ok) may be of use,
Don't forget to use your senses
(smell, taste, sight, hearing,
touching). You must be very
observant.

I. Fill in the following chart.

Column 1
Name of each item:I
object, plant, or
animal (a drawing I

will be ok) you
find in your spore
foot. This in-
cludes every dif-
ferent thing you
find on the
ground and under
the ground.

Item 1

Column 2
Is it living
(biotic) or
non-living
(abiotic) or
dead?

Data She

Column 3 Column 4
Needs for life that Job or niche
are found in the
square fool,
EXAMPLE
feeds on a plant
(grass), feeds on
an insect (grass-
hopper), needs
soil for a home,
needs the moisture
in the area, needs
shade, needs a cool
area, needs a sunny
area, etc
NOTE: Leave this
column blank if
the item is abiotic
or dead.

of the objLci,
animal, or
plant in the
"square faol"
EXAMPLE:
breaks_ up
soil, holds
soil in pla(e.
gives mitt
erals, holds
in water,
serves as
food, feed
on insects or
dead ma teria1
enriches
soil. e1 e.

Item 2

Item 3

Item

(Use back if you need more space)



Supplement # 4 (Cont.)

II. Evidence that another animal (other than man) has been
present in the square foot. Example: a track, a bro-
ken twig, chewed leaves of a plant, a burrow, droppings,
mounds, tunnels, tooth or claw marks, etc. .

Evidence that man has been present in the square foot.
Example: piece of glass, metal can, a nail, a bottle
cap, piece of paper, etc. . .

III. Sketch tie location of each object, plant or animal as
you find it in the square foot.

1 ft.

F--- -1 ft.

IV. Which objects, plants, or animals observed would you
wish to investigate further, and why?
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POST - ACTIVITY PLANS

An Ecosystem In One Square Foot

UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: 1 period

TO THE TEACHER:

Before class draw the blueprint shown in supplement #

on the board, or overhead projector. Ask the students to re-

fer to their data sheet from the quadrant study (Supplement # 4y.

Provide each student (or group) with a copy of Supplement # 5:

"Blueprint of my Square-Foot EeosysteW, Go over the direc-

tions dealing with the blueprint, pointin:olf:that they are

to use the data they collected in the field TO prepare the

blueprint. You may contrast this blueprint which really re-

fers to niche (column 3 and 4 on tholr data sheet) with the

sketch of their quadrant (III on their data sheet) which is

a blueprint of habitats. After allowibe adequate time for

completing the blueprint and assisting as necessary, share

the students' results by letting them write their examples

on the board or overhead projector, Discuss responses to the

statement "Things Cannot Live Alone". Be certain that stu-

dents have not simply rephrased the quote. Ask Eta orga-

nisms cannot live alone; that is, what do organisms need from

their environment.

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Questions:
a. Notice the 4 arrows pointing out from the center.

To what should these arrows conneetn
b. To lead into the next activity Do you think you

could take one-square foot of soil !, water) and
build a balanced, self-sufficient e. . /stem? Would
you like to try?

2. If a student has formed a sequence of interrelationships
that actually represents a food chain, this term can be
discussed.
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UNIT II: INTRODUCTION To INTERRELATIONSHIPS

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

Genesis: The Building of 'an Ecosystem

TIME: Part I, 5 periods
Part II, indefinite

GOAL:

For students to construct miniature balanced ecosystems that

will help them comprehend the following concepts: limit-

ing factors impinge on the survival of all organisms: all

organisms are interdependent and dmpendent upon their

physical environment; environments are constantly changing,

due to both physical and biological influences (stresses);

all organisms continuously alter their own environment

making it less,inhabitable'for themselves hut perhaps more

inhabitable for other species; organisms [at cannot adapt

to change die; life on earth depends upon solar energy;

the matter in an ecosystem cycles,

INTRODUCTION

Part I, the building of miniature ecosystems (i.e, ter-

rariums and aquariums), only takes two or three days. But

depending upon the discussions that develop veer the weeks

as some ecosystems fail and others succeed 611 of them ever,

changing) this activity can pervade the entire tours?, allow-

ing, time for observation and brief discussions as events within

the ecosystems occurs So many concepts, principles, and

facts are demonstrated by these 'mini - systems' that it may

be worthwhile for the teacher to look at the students' pro-

jects once a week in search of ideas and happenings to share

with the classes,

Part II, designing and building a nature-study area on

the school's campus is an extension of Part I and is suggested
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for those classes or small groups that are wiiltag to spend the

extra time and effort. No time limit is indicated because this

activity would naturally develop tit i pattern unique to each

situation.

MATERIALS (For Part 1)

PER GROUP (1-5 students)

aquarium or large widemouthed tll 'JS jai

plastic wrap or other coxer ,tittohle for ru the top
or opening of the terrarium of aquarium

tope

spoon or trowel for digging '

plastic bags or jars for collecting soil, organisms

PER STUDENT

Supplements # 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1!
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PRE-ACT1VITY PLANS

Genesis: The Building of an Ecosystem (Part 1)

UNIT 11: INTRODUCTION 10 INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: 1 period

TO THE TEACHER:

Divide the class into groups. Introduce the activity,

relating the building of a small ecosystem to the prior study

of a natural square-foot ecosystem. Discuss probiems that

will undoubtedly occur as (a) suggested consumers are added

TO the terrarium (providing ample natural food sources), and

(b) the system is sealed off. Decide un the appropi late types

of vessels to contain the system (cafeterias and restaurants

can provide you with large screw-capped glass jars).

Give all students a copy of Supplements # 6, 7, and 8 ,

and recommend they read these befote they begin planning.

Then hand each student a copy of Supplement # 9. Instruct

them to decide as a group what materials they need and bring

these to school the next day.

SUGGESTIONS:

If students lack initiative and/or the ability to obtain an
aquarium or jar, the teacher can collect glass jairs from the
school cafeteria prior to the initiation of this activity,
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SUPPLEMENT # 6

laformatiwi Sheet on Aquariums

FRESH WATER AQUARIUMS

Before starting the aquarium, make sure that the tank is

w;erproof. Pill it and let it staod overnighr. Then place

the Aquarium in its permanent location and set out to equip

it with a sandy bottom, water, water pt ants, and animal life.

Place the aquarium where the TemperAfure will he fairly con-

stant: 60 to 70 degrees is ideal. A certain amount of light

is necessary, especially if you intend to have plants lc your

aquarium. Sunlight is unnecess; indirect light thioaghout

the day is better. A window to the north or east is an ex-

cellent aquarium location. lf exposure to daylight is not

bilffielent, use an electric light instead

Wash gravel and soil thoroughly before putting into the

aquarium. Then put the gravel_aed-sot-I-Tirto-ttreaquarimi_

in such a way that,... t"..-is about 2 inches thick at one end and

decreases to one inch at the other end. When the gravel bot-

tom has been firmed down, pour in the water, To prevent the

water from stirring up the soil, place a piece of paper or a

saucer on top of the gravel, and pour the water on top of this.

Rooting plants such as eelgrass, (Vallisneria) or arrow-

head, (Sagitiaria) can be used. Floating plants such as water

mil foil, (Myriophyllum), or waterweed (Elodea) are also good

aquarium plants. It is better io plant the aquarium when it

is half full of water and then finish filling it afterwards.

Leave the aquarium for a few days before putting in fish so

that the water will clear and the plants will become

established.

An air pump and filter can be used to keep the water clear

and to make sure that the fish have plenty of oxygen in the

water. Some oxygen will be produced by the plants during the



day, but both plants and fish will use oxygen at night. (Oxy-

gen in the water is used both day and night by fish). But a

naturally balanced aquarium should not have a pump,

When feeding the fish, be careful not to overfeed, Feed

only once a day by sprinkling a little of the food on the water.

Too much fish food lert in the water will make the watei cloudy

and it will have to be changed often. But a #aturally balanced

aquarium does not need co he fed. it should be your aim to

have an aquarium that will maintain itself without any water

changing. Half ,a dozen snails in the aquarium wiIl'help to

keep the water clear. These act as scavengers and eat remains

of fish food and the green algae which will develop' when there

is too much light.

Your ultimate goal is a totally self-sufficient ecosystem!
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SUPPLEMENT # 7

Sheet No. 2 Aquarium

Salt Water Aquarium

To establish'a salt water aquarium, there are two things

that must be done. First, the temperature of the water is

extremely important and must be kept between 40 - 60 degrees

Fahrenheit to make it as much like the ocean in temperature

,-, possible. High temperatures also reduce the amount of oxy-

gen dissolved in water, and the animals will ,iuffocate. It is

difficult, but not impossible, to keep the temperature low in

the salt-water aquarium. This can be done by keeping the

aquarium away from direct sunlight and by putting it in a pan

of water. Attach burlap to three sides of the aquarium and

keel, it in contacs with the water in the pan This means that

there must be water in the pan at all times. As the water

evaporates from the burlap, it causes a cooltag effect on the

a quari um. if the temperature begins to iise in the summer, it

is possible to cool it by floating a plastic bag of ice cubes

in the water.

The second important thing that must be done is to make

sure that there is plenty of oxygen for the marine organisms,

This can be done by using an electrical air pump aerator which

will supply oxygen to the water. The water must be filtered

also to remove waste materials and keep the water from becom-

ing polluted by the animals

Water for the aquarium can be obtained directly from the

sea, or we can mix synthetic or artificial salt water by tak=

ing tap water and adding the necessary minerals to make it as

much like the natural sea water as we can. Since the water

will evaporate but v,the minerals do not evaporate, it will be

necessary to add tag water when the level gets below the

water mark that you made when you first filled the aquarium

If the concentration of minerals becomes too powentrated
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due to water evaporation, the marine animals will be hurt or

billed. About one-fourth of the salt water should be replaced

every 46 weeks to keep the tank from becoming contaminated.

Many plants and animals can be put in the salt water

aquarium, but don't crowd the aquarium (keep the organisms

small). Small crabs are easiest for the beginner who has had

little or no experience with the still water aquarium, Feed

small pieces of fish, shrimp, or squid to terse crabs and

remove any uneaten porfions immediately after feeding. Any

food left in the aquarium will decay and ,,onTaminate the water,



STECll

SUPPLEMENI S

Information Sheet on lcrraliums

A terrarium is a miniature gardcn of soil, plants, and

small animals, Most terrariums are ma'h in overe,' glass con-

tainers. Many things can be used for nonsTng ierartems:

wide-mouthed gallon jars, fish bowls, and e\-h shop coxes

that have been made waterproof with plastie of irttish. A

pallon mayonnaise jar makes guud teriilum, and this can

be your private Lerraridm at home. Air terrariums must be

tairly air-tight so that the water inside cannot e-,'aporate.

Onee the terrarium is completed, it will maintain itself.

There are many ;.finds of terrariums. A woodland terrar-

ium is set up using a 2 -inch layer of giavel in ;he bottom,

then moist leaf mold on top of the prari21, and linely the

woods plants and animals, A Ala to>ei of green moss helps

to make the terrarium beautiful, and also helps to keep mois-

ture in the leaf mold. A few small rocks and lichen-spotted

sticks can be used as a finishing touch. Place the terrarium

in the cool semishade most of the time. Select small animals

that can adapt to living within the environment you've created.

The `bog terrarium is made by placing 2 inhcs of gravel

in the bottom of a waterproof eontainer (an old aquarium is

especially good). The gravel is covered wi lh 2 to 3 inches

of a mixture of sand and soil, and then covered with wet sphag-

num moss. Plants from very wet places are tien planted in the

terrarium This type of teimarium',. Pnvironment is good for insect-

eating plants such as Nenus flytrap, pitcher plant, and sun-

dew. Then small insects can be put in. This terrarium should

be kept in semi -shade also.

A desert terrarium is made by coveting the bottom with

2 inches of gravel, and then 2 or ) Inchis of sand and soil.

Cactus, and other desert plants ion be planted in this terrar-

ium. Place this terrarium, uncovered, in a su an,s I (ma ti on and

37



sprinkle the around around the plants with water every ten

days or so,

A surey terrarium protIdes an opportunity for a thor-

ough survey of the small plants and animals of a given area,

To make this typo , tuner The bottom wIJI 1 inch of gaei.

Place on top of tai- a 3 Inth thick boa of grass, or piece

ot forest carpet tut to the size of the tfir-Irium, Make

Pkerr effor t S,a beep the sod Into(' wtile put,Ing It in,

noinhIe tt, thoroughly with water ( and ttpep It in semi-

shade lit a lair!) cool spot. 9(.4= what dfleiol.t Much

Animal lift will be discoverftd. Ketp a retold of the insects

such as spiders, miles, and oth,is ihot Indy emerge.

In the beginning, Nou ma} hake ro ,pen and Close the

telrailUM (adding more wdlely 0/ i-;tap ,qatIng SOW- of tlic

wat.f) un111 the moisture content is itai. Wail until the

plants are established before adding ;tisPitS.

It is MoSr important that you find - and piovide -

what each animal needs to survive before you add the animals

to the lerraiinm.

A natural pond con be but by making part of the land

lower than the water table:

SkAtity A t, OR G.ren4

WATER IMILt.
GrtAv
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STENC11

UPPLEMENT 3 9

Planning For The TerratLum-Aquarium

1. First Things first! What Win learn by makln& and
studying either a Terrarium or aquarium? Before you
can even BEGIN to make one and study it, list as many
reasons as you can think of 1/r makifol Th i study.
We'll have you answer the same question ',gain after
you've studied your terrarium of aquarium lot a couple
of weeks.

2. NOW! Plan ahead.
A. Make a list of everyone ln tsar group:

B. Read over the study sbects on Tvrtartums and
aquariums. For mote IDtO/MoTIOn alto ideas use
the library books. Take nazi es

C. As a group decide what kind of teirarium you will
make; will you use a box; glass jiir, aquarium,. . .?
Do you want to make a woodland, bog? desert, or
survey terrarium? Or do you want to make an
aquarium? (No pumps allowed: mist be NATURALLY
BALANCED!) Sketch a diagram of the ecosystem
here and describe how you'll make iT.

D. Make a list of all raterlaIs you'll need TO make it.
Write down WHO will Omit: in e-4:h ',Tem, You WILL have
class time to collect pIaais and animutvi Include
building materials AND eulle,ting tools (spoon, spade,
cans to carry specimens in .)

NAME RESPONSIBILITY

3. On the data sheet keep a re old of aT leaRi 3 plants or
animals in your aquarium or Te)rarium--keep this record
for at least 2 weeks, ObSCivii,g extriV other day,



ACTIVITY PLANS

Genesis: The Building of au Ecosystem (Part I

UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: 2-4 periods

TO 'fHE TEACHER:

The students may be taken out as a class to collect orga-

nisms and soil or allowed to go out independntly as necessary,

The latter is recommended if the students can ho t t us ted and

the administration can be convinced' As the ulents begin to

have some extra time or as they begin co (omq,lete their sys-

tems, make Supplements # 10 and II available. Supplement # 10

is the scientific way to maintain a record of what changes

take place in the ecosystem. Supplement # li should help the

students understand the interaction httween physical and bio-

logical factors within the ecosystem they nave constructed.

tiO



STEWIL

sUPPLEMENI ).0

Data Sheet For Aquarium - Tetrarium Studs'

NAME OF AREA SPECIMENS COLLECTED FROM

DATE FIRST SPECIMENS WERE ADDED

DATE LAST SPECIMENS WERE ADDED

If

NAME and or SKETCH DATE OF DES(RIF1ION OF COMMENTS (did Ot

OF ORGANISM OBSEPVATION IFS rO\)ITIO\ add water? e1t.
1.

2. 1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

3. 1.

....'000I

5.

6.

7.

-.4...,



STEAC11

SUPPLEML\f it

Genesis. The Builittlni 01 Ah Lcosstem

One little square toot of earth, . ',00hs pretty uncomplica-

ted at first glance. BUT, B) now you lealizt, there's a lot

of activity going on there! And io st)is out with a square

foot or so of empty space wilh walls and til1 it in with a

combination ul oiganisms ant air 11. tomponcats that axe warm

and alive, throhfillig with 0(Iixf \--haw ''ery compliiated chat

would be!, And this IS :''.0CT Will- you aliempting, You

know, it's Lai iii, to requIre mi,rt ;Alan La ,0 l u. k s,o mahe your

terrarium ,or varium) succeed. So rh( 101111-,viihl questions

have been posed Lo help girl, 'think 11,e building of

your own eeosystem.

(please answer these on a sepaloic hfiee: of paper-
write the TII,SAJI.On= she answel)

A. WATER CACI E

1. Where does the moisture that, condens,s on the walls
and roof of the terrar ium come, fr,m?

2. How do plants obtain' water oats e the terrarium is
sealed?

'5, How do your animals in the ltrrarlum obtain water?
(the method varies)

4. What happens to the water :bat has condensed on the
walls of the Terrarium?

5. lf there is insufficient ino1 enough) water in the
terrarium, what would \ ou expect to happen?

6. If there is too much wutr:r, what would you expect to
happen?

7. Why is gravel plaeed in tin botiom or terrarium?

B. REUSE OF Mt1PER (of nutri(-nth)

8. Explain how plants would t-- lt it iliZed rti a sealed

tf!irarium.
9. Would you need to have narlei id and long] in the

terrarium? Why-or-why not?
10. List everything you would 'iced in a balauced

terrarium that contained a mouse to; a) supply 111,!
mouse with food, and (h) take tale al the mouse's
wastes,

11. List evcrythilla you would filed-10 ll.sto III a balanced
terrarium to supporl a proing mantis.



C. OXYGEN CARBON ()twill& OM%

12, Why can plants surki in a sealcd tftlarium with-
out animals'? How ntain cat hon dioxide and

with-
out
rlutr-IFrtts lot phe,t vsyn h, sis?

13, How do animals obtain ,:xkut In a seal(d teliarlum?

D. ANALYZING YOUR OWN TERRARIrM

14, Wrile down t-keryibing y ut hake In your terrarium
That 15 alto B:.3.1de II (Ed(h ;ne! list- all the
th1ng5. it nPeds to sutkive, then place a check
over *chest= tit'eds as ou ro,..Ide them,

Fol rxAmpl,,

ORGANISM

1, spider

NEFDS

abletts ;i web on, in,-

setts to cal, plants to supply
it with oxygen, .mitt is to
dctompose Its waste, soil and
watet for Its pIants to glow
on, food fot its prey so the
prey can multiply

1'
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TEACHER SUPPLEMENT # 12

ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENT # 11, "THE BUILDING OF AN ECOSYSTEM"

1. Front plants (through the leaves). animals (breathing,
perspiring, excreting their wastes). the soil, the air
It's cool on the walls so the water vapor condenses.

2. See no. 1. (It's the water cycle evaporation - curl-
densation - precipitetion)

3. From the plants and animals they eat; !ne moisture on
the walls, a pond if you have one, the damp soil, dew
on the plants

4. 11 runs down or falls down and is absorbed by the soil
to be used by plants and animals. If it's warm, it may
evaporate into the air again.

Some things may die, leaving more water for others. Some
may adapt to less water. For example, bacteria and algae
form spores while protozoa form cysts. Seeds can remain
dormant (inactive) for hundreds of years. Some may die.

6. Many things may drown, plants rot , mold and mildew will
_glow on everything. See no. 7.

7. For drainage of excess water, to provide habitat for
some organisms, to store water

8, Animal wastes, dead plants and animals that decay, dead
leaves and rotting wood

9. Yes - they decompose (decay, rot) the items listed in
no. 8 above

10. (a) Lots of grain to eat and sun; soil, water to grow
the grain, reproduction of the grain, water to drink

(b) bacteria and lots of space (0. takes a long time for
wastes to decay)

11. Lots of insects to eat and the necessary food and habitats
and shelter and mates for these inse,cts to live and
reproduce
water to drrrik
bacteria to decompose wastes

12. Plants produce their own carbon dioxide by the process
of respiration)

13. Plants produce oxygen as a waste gas after photosynthesis
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POST-ACTIVICY PLANS

Genesis: The Building of an Elosysle (Part I)

UNIT II INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELAIIONSHIPS

TIME: 2 periods followed by 1-10 minutes, once of twice a
week for the remainder 01 the course

TO THE TEACHER:

1. Discuss the answers to the tinestions in Supplement ft 11.

2. Discuss changes that are taking place in the ecosystems.

3. Encourage students to continue their observations beyond
the required seven observations,

4. Refer to individual ecosystems occasionally, discussing
with individuals and with the ()ass probable explana-
tions for observed changes. Utilize these ecosystems
whenever they demonstrate concepts or principles being
studied.



PRE-ACTIVIPY PLANS

Genesis: the Bultdin of an EtosNstem (Palt II)

UNIT II: INrRODUCTION TO INTERRELIFIONSHIPS

TIME: 1 period

TO THE TEACHER:

If students are inteesttd to obtain the

plants, plan for the construction of an eosystem some-

where on the school's campus. Deride on the kind of com-

munit i desired: woods, open field, or even a garden.

Also decide on where and how organisms will he obtained.

Perhaps this project can develop itrto a nature study area

ACTIVITY PLANS

denesis: The Building of an Ecosystem (Pat Ii )

UNIT INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: Indefinite (may involve students after school or
dunintr lunch)

TO THE TEACHER:

Students can either dexote class time or after-school

hours constructing the ecosystem Habitats should be dis-

cussed: which plants are shade-toleant, which organisms

require a lot of water, what produces are necessary for

supporting the consumers, bow wilt ibo necessary abiotic

factors be provided for organisms,
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POST-ACTIVITY PLANS

Genesis: The Building of an Ecosystem (Part II)

UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO INTERRELATIONSHIPS

TIME: Indefinite

TO THE TEACHER:

This type of project cannot be limited by specific time

lestlictions. Planting can be continued at appropriate sea-

sons and students as well as teachers and administration can

become involved. Occasionally a class period could be spent

walking through the ecosystem looking for examples of inter-

action, interdependenci es, balance and upset, followed by

evaluation of the ecosystem as a funeti oning whole; its

dependence on factors outside its physical boundary; changes

that are occurring, and ideas for man-made changes.

The learning possibilities are endless and may be as

nebulous and "unmeasurable" as merely a means of apprecia-

ting the dynamics of nature!



UNIT III PLAN

UNIT III TITLE: NATURE'S LAW OF SUPPLY ANT DEMND

TIME: 8 periods

PURPOSE OR OBJECTIVE:

For students to further investigate how living organisms

interact with the physical factors and will' each other

to obtain the energy necessar for sustaining life

For students to know that interrelationships can be re-

presented as either a food chain, or a web of intercon-

necting food chains.

For students to know that solar energy is converted by

producer organisms into chemioat energy which is then

transferred through each link in a food chain, even-

tually used up and lost (mainly as heat) to the environ-

ment,

For students to know that the numbers of organisms in each

successive link in a food chain must decrease sharply

because of the energy lost

For students to know that poisons are concentrated in a

food chain, the top carnivores accumulating the greatest

amount.

ABSTRACT:

The following activities are related, with both emphasizing one

of the two basic needs for life, food, The Food Web Game

is primarily concerned with the complexity of dependencies

within a community and the physidlogieal ties that exist

even between a producer and a top carnivore To prepare the

web, the students become representative organisms in a

community and physically construct a web that binds them to

each other according to what they each eat.

The second activity (The Pyramid Puzzle) stresses the dra-

matic loss of useable energy as it passes through a food



chain. In order to understand this abstract eoneept, the

students actually build a pyramid symbolic of the numerical

relationship of organisms at each level of a food chain.

Biological concentration of poison can also be readily

demonstrated

Both activities can be varied in length depending upon how

much 01 the preparation the students are involved in. There

are numerous opportunities for demonstrating man's destruc-

tive effects on natural ecosystems b such activities as

trophy-hunting, overhunt ing, bounty-hunting, and use of

persistent pesticides, and other biologically concentrated

poisons.



The Food Web Game

The Pyramid Puzzle

UNIT III SCHEDULE

Pre - Activity 2 periods

Activity and
Post-Activity 1 period

Pre-Activit 2 periods

Activity 11 periods

PostActivity 11 periods

SUPPLEMENUs

13, Words To Know - Food Chains And Energy Flow

14. One Food Chain Of An Open Field Community

15. Food Web Of A Forest Community

16. Open Field Community

17. Key To Food Webs

18. Suggestions For Utilizing The "Key To Fooa delis"

19. Food Web Of A Marine Community

20. Food Web Of An Arctic Community

21. Directions For Making The Pyramid

22. Examples Of Food Chains

25. Energy

24. Answers To Supplement # 23

25, Nature's Law Of Supply And Demand (test)

26 Answers To Supplement # 2 5 I

50
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UNIT III: NATURE'S LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

The Food Web Entanglement

TIME: 3 periods

GOAL:

To construct a food web that will rcprescnt the complex inter-

dependencies of living organisms in telms of food and to ex-

tend this concept so that the eticci of specific stresses

(natural and man induced) on a community can be observed.

INTRODUCTION:

Since food webs nre extremely comidex9 it seems appro-

priate to discuss the effects of chaugt-s in a community that

affect food webs in a physically complex manner, The students,

therefore, are entangled with yarn or string and asked seem-

ingly simple questions, only to find the answers in a hope-

lessly tangled web of their own making'

MATERIALS: Prefer to preactivit material

several balls of knitting cirn, or string
scissors
construction paper cut in 5" squares; one per student
felt-tip markers or crayons
references for preparing food webs (if students do this)
2 large paper clips per student
50 2-inch squares of black paper
'One Food Chain of an Open Field Community - Supplement # 16
'Words to Know - Supplement 1/ 13
xFo'od Web of a Forest Community - Supplement # 15
Food Web of an Open Field Community - Supplement # lb
YKey to Food Webs - Supplement # 17
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*Suggestions for usding the "Key To Food Webs" - Teacher
Supplement # fS
Food Web of a Marine Community - Teacher Supplement # 19
Food Web of an Arctic Community - Teacher Supplement # 20
*Cards, approximately 6" x 2" with each of the following

on a separate card: grass, grasshopper, rabbit,
caterpillar, blue jay, clover, sycamore tree, earth-
worm, owl, snake, robin, praying mantis, hawk,
vulture, bacteria, fungi

*tape for cards (above)



PRE-Aefl%Ai FlOS

The Food Web Enc,,,nLicmtn!

UNIT III: NATURE'S LAW OF SUPPLY Mt DEMAND

TIME: 2 periods (or 4 periods if students made 'twit. own cards)

TO THE TEACHER:

The following are suggested al.pr)cn ht't to inTioduf.ing the

concept of food chains leading i tttdFrsriwliro of food webs.

A. Introduce terms used in ,th r,tnCl.% of 10,d
Supplement # l7, men Ash s.ndenis to label he
organisms in their "Biucprint ot My Square Voot"
(Supplement # ), using 'hi'

B. Discuss food chain rclafiow-this' amon4 he o,tiaaisms
iv the terrarium and agrn that weir. iistahlished
in unit tl. Ask each sgudeu go writ:: one food chain
present in his terrainm.

C. fhe students can see tfr role i.laced 6.37 deoomposers
if some hamburger (one porgtou kepg wet, tqe other
dry) is placed in a warm aico ior a 1,eeh, and the
ensuing putrefaction discussid. .1

D. Give each student a copy If 0nv Food .1gain or an Open
Field Community" (Suppiemcnt j 141. Note fac!ors
omitted such as the or enclay source (sun) and
the niche that makes the chain a ev(ie ;decomposers).
Then let students writ,= in Ow germs for the forest
community.

E. Now introduce the cohcovi if a food web, Distribute
the small cards, each !law, of a different
organism (see bottom of list of motcrials). Ask for
one student, holding a prodio,,i go !apt- his card on
the board and draw an arif,u aftpr it. Then call for
a herbivore. Continue this i1" ioth.4h a simile food
chain. Below this food chain h,tin another separate
chain. Continue untiA all (dras are' used. Ask the
students if the chains won hi exist as soparate enti-
ties in a natural communit.. Then ask students to
draw arrows across chain, that n'; or in
separate chains together era

Chain I: grass gras topperhiarjHyntat --.00tawk

bit( te iiiChain 2: t, er



Students will realize that the true relationship of
organisms in a community does not express itself in
a simple chain. Ask them to give the new structure
amore accurate name than ".,hain". rhe) may say it
looks like a web!.

F. Students can establish two food webs, using Supt.le.
ments # 15 and # 16 (and Supplement # 17, if
ne essary).

The following suggestions can be omitted if the teacher pre-

pares the "niche curds" (Supplements # 19 and # 20)

himself,

1. Students and teacher list examples of as many
communities as they can think of: marine, forest,
pond, arctic, tundra, marsh, subtropif', tropic,
ditch, desert. As a class, decide on one
community to study.

2. Each student chooses to represent either a
producer, primary-secondary-tertiary consumer,
or decomposer, assuring ample representation at
each Irophic level.

3. Remaining confined to the one community agreed
upon, students representing each trophic level
(above) work together to avoid repetition. Each
student decides on one organisms sketches it on
a 5" square piece of poster- paper, and writes
everything that organism can eat on the card.
(Supplement # 19)
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14. Plankton - the floating or weakly swimming animals and
plants in a body of water, often microscopic
(EX: protozoa, algae)

15. Phytoplankton :7, plant plankton (EX: diatons, algae)
Ocean phytoplankton produce most of
the oxygen on earth,

16. Zooplankton - animal plankton (EX: protozoa)

)7. Symbiosis - the living together of 2 or more organisms
OFA DIFFERENT SPECIES; this term includes:
parasitism, mutualisms and commensalism
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SfEWIC

SUPPIEMENT

One Food Chain Of An Open Field Community

WEED GRI)S4HerrEtc Petk

AN
Siviig. .144,w1(

Producer Herbivore Primary Secendary Top
Carni:ore Carnivore Carnivor2.)

Consumers

le Food Chain Of A Forest Communit)

fit 14

Gass weRti

..`-.01. 1
DIRECTIONS: Write in the proper terms to describe the
niche for each organism in the forest food Orain, Refer
to the open field community for the propel terms.



STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT 115
Food Web Of A Forest Community

DIRECTIONS: Draw the arrows showing wnich organisms feed

5 s'Et.S.

c ale sex?* IR

Ov
Wool)

cAP

moth'

net

(§651:Vt,z
8111014 woityn

Draw your own choice of

organism in tbe fornt
commun.-Ay.

'fin

ZNFIlEReiS



DIREC II uNS

SUFF.] EMENI

Open i t el (1 ( ,t1i

aw Inc
uhic t

arrows sh tvt; i t is

(it 41, //K.7-fris,

3-1i/

VT/
Add an or g:Ini sm of your own

i oho] ( !hal I es in an
or. it field) QUM/.

v)ilirr roll



CONSUMER

Hawk

Owl

Pear

Small birds

Raccoon

Hobcat

Opossum

h0

STEXCJi

SUPPLEMENI 17

Key To Food Webs

NICHE (max eat -he egg, young or adult)

rabbits; insects, birds, snakes, shrew,
squirrels, mice, gophes

rabbits, Insects, bills, squirrels, metes,
mice, hawks, shrew

nuts, seeds, fruit, t,0rc upine, rabbit,
deer, inset-is- mice, lartles, frogs,
toads, shrew

vary according to the !..pe: nuts, seeds,
insects, spiders, flint; ,orms

nuts, seeds, fruit, earthworms, insects,
moles, mice, turtles, frogs, toads, shrew

poreupines, rabbits, insects, birds,
squirrels, mice, owls, raktoons, shrew

nuts, seeds. troll, insects, birds

Mole seeds, herbs, carihworms, millipedes,
insects, spider s- centtpodts

Porcupine hark, nuts, leaves, herbs, hods, twigs

Squirrel

Mouse

Wolf

bark, nuts, seeds, tuner, leaves, herbs,
fern, fruit -. bud, twigs

nuts, seeds, herbs, frail, millipedes,
insect s, spiders; c P11111,4 deg

mice, jack rabbits, gophers, snakes, plants

Quail (bob -- white) Insects, weeds, seeds, bcclies, spiders

4ack rabbit hark, twigs, urasses, t lover

Gopher roots, bulbs,. tnhers

Snakes vary according to the -type: earthworms,
insects, birds, moles, mice, spiders
centipedes, shrew, snakes, flogs, toads

Turtle seeds, fungi, leaves, fruit, earthworms,
insects



Supplement f./ 17 (Cont.)

CONSUMER N1c1-11,

Spider

Tick

Caterpillar
Adult butterfly

Termite

Carpenter ant.

miliiped(s 11;1-5Ctr:',7

adults Tut :,l Dial al animals before
they c.an chane)- ftom newt% hatched to
nymph and thin hum nsmphs to adult
the n'-wI 1 hat (1,ed aha ti;!mi tis fe,,d only
on rodent s the wit,' s f et d on man
and large aniyais

vary accoidia Ti the t\pe: the larvae
and adults asaally F-c11 tutting plant and
animal matftlo-i; olten -the adult doesn't
eat at all

eats pLants
many types don't ,just reproduces)
or may suck neclar ftom fl'mvexs

eat (decompOst dead ;;uod (must have a
special prolJiaa 111 111Q11 stomach to
digest tilt ( t t I a tn the hood fur
them; a El.),.d tNampw of matualism)

Inut:row t tl UOAd 110 (dt it; feeds
on a sweet fluid made h aphids; also
feed on A 1(1114-.1, ,r foods( including
insects and --hr-(1 fluids tram plants

Grasshopper grassy nuts lanai, Ferns, herbs,
fruits, twIgs- bads, Ieakes

Praying mantis insects, milltpid-s, efntipedest
frogs, toads,. --(he) i,laIng mantis

Lady bug beetle both the ioio oud adult feed on insects,
including ala)adt,, !$ovv tunic appetite

Aphid suck *he julics ont of plants

Grit het grass, het h:, srds, fruit, dead animals,
other exiikeis

Millipede grass, het de., .1\ Ina I; Lints

Centipede insects
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Supplement # (Conf.)

OTHER REFERENGES

THE AUDUBON NA PURE ENCYCLOPEDIA

The Communi-,y of Living Thin foitsv and W.odland
d and

Peach W Atr)u':,; Birds Mamlalt);
Flash Cards By Renewal,

Natnr( ()Willi- 10; i,(--(7-1; dnd
Mai; s

F(teiln Fit hl Grad- i3; Birds, BultIi,s, Rept'lles
Amphrbians? Flees and Shruhts

'available from Creative Educalianal lin, Mankato,
Minnesota. Etta Schneider; Edttoi in Chief,
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FEACHEa PF1 1. I !

Sugges ti ons or Uti t izing Thr "KeN 19 I, 1on W,hs"

1. For students who are i neopah of le sea ['tilt ng 'n their own,
the 1 ist can be used to comp hp h of a Forest
Communi " and Food Web of err Opt a Field C'immunity

2. tudents can be asked co rut t oid hAl us using the
key as the ir reference

). The f I 1 owing questi ons con t d he os Iced , as i na I he key
a reference:
a, Which are (producers, ( on- = 1 5. St 3 vengers decomposers,

carnivore:., 1 -rbivores ) in at r,' (f-Jrest I open--
f re td)?

b. Whir Ii of the .-,,nimals would suffer ii pcsticidts were
sprayed on an open fi el d?

e. Which wood] and organisms coo Id sti11 survive if the
forest trees were all cot down? II-w do you know?

d. Which o ganisms can adapt to either I orest or open
fi Cid?

e. Which organisms depend ej ther di reef] v or indirectly
On insect s?

f. Which organisms would d ie if someone eont limed to
"c 1 eanout" the forest f l oor ( 1 ake a l l dead matter away,
carry out and burn al 1 dead tiood )?

4. Students who like to draw can 1), ,ked t 0 ill ustrate the
key.

5. Student s can add more ors_ an) sm=, = so The 1 1st, including the
niche of each,

6. The list ould be divided into lot e,=1 or and open
field organisms,

7. The students could he asked to , organ ze t he 1 ist group-
ing all her hi% ores decompbs PI'S. or ( a rni'Vor es.

. the hey can be used to aid it: making the "Pyramid Puzzle".



TEACHER SUPPLEMENT #I9

Food Web Of A Marine Community

Directions:
Cut construction paper (different colors can be used to
denote different trophic levels) or cardboard into 5"
squares, one per student. Reproduce each square below on
a separate card.

Let level

NICHE NAME

PRODUCER EEL GRASS
(is really algae)

1st level

NICHE NAME

PRODUCER SEA LETTUCE
(algae)

64



I CHE

Pliu DICER

NAME

1)1 VIIMS
snlii 1 le st

di &dP -mi crose op )

(,(1:, on a
it t unlit s

1.40ely

6,4,06

I 11(11)11 Eli

\IF

o h own E gi )

_,,

N NAME
ei t tt I I N AC I ,F;

1,I mitic el s

brtA54-5
vv,

C I HS TaCean

rock arraIJ
.2. ifIci.e.s

89
t



2n4 level

NICHE NAME

Feeds on PROTOZOA
all the
producers

3rd level

NICHE NAME

eats all CRAB
pro users
protozoa (a crustacean)

worm larvae,
barnacle
larvae

rock .rak

3rd let.,

NICHE )221li

eats all SPWNGE
produrers,
larvae;
protozoa

NICHE

3rd let1

NAME

feeds on WATER FLEA
protozoa, (a tiny crustacean)
worm larvae,
diatoms,
barnacle lart,ac



3rd level

NICHE NAME

eats all CLAM
producers,
larvae,
barnacle
larva

Ckextilwt ci
,rsac.s

0,5ryk 0 cdlifoyl

( vr ref, (*A hit 4y01741

3rd level

NICHE NAME

eats worms, SARDINE
water flea, (a small fish)
protozoa,
copepods,
all producers

3rd let. ;

NICHE \AME

feeds on COPEPOD
rrotozoa? is tiny animal)
wu,rit larvae, a crustacean
AI the
produLers

NICHE

4th level

NAME

eats all STARFISH
producers;
protozoa;
rope pods;
water flea;
larvae of:
worms, mollusks
and crustacea



iirti level
NICHE NAMF,

eats pr o- BLUE WHALE
fluters,
protozoa,
copepods,
water flea,
mollusk larvae,
crustai eau larvae

!ith level
NICHE

eats pro-
ducers,
worms, crabs;
copepods.
water fleas,
scallops, and
c lams

NAME

SEA TURTLE

ittil l e t.e I

NICHE NAME

ea ts sai d i at . HERON
Iterr i iii.r..
Ivor ins

64

3td
NICHE

I eve'
NAME

eats al t HERRING
pr Witt( Pr S c.
WOI ms ;
cope II OdS 5
protozoa,
wai er fl t a ?

larvae of
crustac ea
kind mollusks



'+!h le%01
NICHE NAME

eats small
fish (like
sardine,
herring),
starfish,
crab,
squid

5th ;eelel
NICHE NAME

eats fish, DOLPHIN
cod, sardi ne 1 ( a ma.amal )
herring

'it It I

NICHE

ea ts tab,
srarilsh.
saidInv,
squid.
her i i tiL

uli

a mod erate-siz 4:0
sh )

511) level
NICHE NAME

teed on
squid, (rd t1, mollusk)
sc al l

clam. hal flit
sardine:: he r 1 tlf!



5th level
NICHE NAME

levol
NICHE NAME

eats cod, TUNA eats saf.iille, SALMON
sardinei (a large fish) herring
skate,
herring, salmon

5th level
NICHE NAME

eats squid,
heron,
salmon, tuna,
cod, skate

SPERM WHALE

70



Producer;
Handel i on

ALGAE:
producer

TEACHER SUPPLEMLN1 420
Food Web Of An Arctli (ommoo.,,

PI oduf er : SPAIN I SH

Mosses & lichens PROOLC FR

Producer;
Buttercup

LICHENS
( produc el )

7 I

BROMEL 1 AC EAF

4(1*

(((



PRoDUC Eh
FORGET ME NoT

Habitat : MEI) law!.
animal 0 1 ft WI Iii 01
like I i f .

Food : Gt 85 U
tium al

Ii ks: f: 1t

" nn: El K" 72

Herbivore GREENLAND COLLARD BLACKFISH: algae; plankton, plants
LEMMING

Food:
vegeta t ion



MUSK OX; Glosses, Sed4-s. ona
some leav(s

CAR1.1;1)1
111(1 fl ; II

-; " I

!tt h 1/-

RABBIT; twigs, bark, and
leafy plants

:t14.1 1111N L,ty of oillto-
ii S



SHRIIP
eof.s, al aer plank÷m rd) fli

tat, in Aft AN'l It Lull -; A0,11 z,-;1-,s o s s

cold shall ow
waters
Food; eats all
types of shellfish
(shrimp) and small
fish (Salmon and
Blacktish)



Squid, fish, WHALE Carrire
crustaceans Food. t rayf isb

f 1 sh atni,hibi,..s

snai ls, Lb:iecrs

fr

,.....--. ---

4
r-1

(
\

..-

RIAR orrEv

' 1
1

Habitat: found YELLOWFIN Squids, sh
throughout arctic TUNA and rot
waters. Nwallov.. whole
Food: eats all
live small animals-
Salmon, Blackfish,
Shrimp, Cod

SEAL

/,/
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Any t\pe 01
IOU meat

{ 1 C KING CRAB

I

!ood: an!., type
of raw meat
( a predator)

,

-
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,
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UNIT III: NATURE'S LAW id' si rl t :) MA',1)

TIME: 1 period

TO THE TEACHER:

1 , Arrange desks or r;... f 01 1 ,

2, Select two Dr i s ti 71,n1n , 1E1,1 f--.1
r .

nEr:.; 01 energy "
( or "mother nal ur e" r 3 ;'h( s, nd ni s -d,!,11 Id no' c 'a Ira 11

of yarn and sci ssoio s, c es id 1 ( 1 p

3. The Other enT s I I . I WI Th a
niche card and ; wo !at £'t 1;!, al rh t 0 oppo-
site ends of thc card (sot -zuri t !nen i_

4. The three in 1 he ( en t 41.31 I t r11t wt

each handing a poduper e nd "; (1)',1., yarn
is unravelled ro a herby t oi e t ; twl of:P. tucks
the yarn under the'. paper ( I 1p t. h. 1 : ed "I ATE IT'. The
herbivore Takes one end of 1 t,( hi I varn and Tucks
this end under the ( 1 ip I het I d " VEL h " 1\ M11: The yarn
is unravelled to a primark (0to)vo, !hal feeds on the
herbivore and cut , The ( al ni totE t rrrITT-it he ( ut end under
his clip label 1 ed "1 AlE " I els ( or ot yore takes one
end of t he ball of yarn and f t under the cl ip
labelled "FEEDS ' ,E "< The a 1s nitro el led to a car-
nivore that feeds on the p! 1 m0 r j iii VC( re this vroc ess
continues anti 1 each organism r5 atlsfied Thor 11 is

connect ed to all the organfsilin 11 ft eds on, Naturally'
the bacteria will be f nnvc d , 01 I he or gantsms

5. A moment can he spent J u ( 11 ( d rp t'(1 a t , an of the
web thus cons t riwt ed
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Fisr-AtilfY PLANS

UNIT LAW OF SUPPLY A\D DEMAND

TIME:

Working within the remaining time allohance, the following
situations can be enacted:

a. To visualize -Old loss of useable energy along the
food :Warns, each produce' he handed a number
or ,glines.< of ;rape each representing a molecule
of t potenlial chelaieal eneigl. Since
eAeh prodneer would us.,' some of his own food, he
hetps a piece paper an0 pa-sest!le.rest along
the chain to the herbivores. fhe herbivores must
keel. molecule to use and th, n pass the rest

f.hc chains, This cont:nues, each organism
(beang fed) keeping one molecule and passing the
rest. along. When all .,the food molecules are gone!
Lae nrganisms not fed are asked T9 stand up. Brief
discussion should point out that (I) there is deli-
nitelk a limited amount of food and (2) the useable
encra is consumed and must ne rertienished by pro -
ducer s u ii izi ng radiant eneraN,.

1)4 To dramatize the far-reariling.effects of pesticide
poisonine. the producers can be handed a stack of
DDT molecules. Keeping one, the podi4,ers pass the
rest along the chain until all the organisms are
contaminatednone should be spared!

c. to InvesTigate the depentrenGy of all organisms on
the producers (this 18 a gocid one with which to end),
poslulat,e a stress that would kill the producers.
Agotn. DDT is an excellent choice. or air pollution,
(or siltation in water) that servens out solar radia-
tion. fhe producers drop their yarn and the herbi-
vw'c's 'reel it in' Any organism that loses all its
food sources must then die, releasing the yarn it holds.

SUGGESTIONS,:

A. For An advanced or if the food web is made more
than owe, uarious colors of yarn can be used to show
either the different trophie levels, the c...fferent hab-
itats, la0d, sea (deep vs shallow), air, or any type
of relationship desired,

*The total number of squares, should he five less than the
total number of oi,ganisms.



$O

B. The' post-activity discussion can be extended with stu-
dents suggesting stresses. An example for a marine
eummunliv is: contamination and/or death of the fil-
ter feeders (like clams) who concentrate radioactive
uastes (from nuclear reactors) that are leaking from
a barrel dumped in the ocean. A land-based community
can be stressed by hunters eliminating cerLain key
organisms (for trophy), to eliminate species that
compete with domestic animals, or to eliminate 'pests'.

r-



UNIT IiAldg NATURE'S LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND ,

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

A Towering Puzzle

TIME: 4 teriods

GOAI:

fo prtilJari- a three-dimensional pyramid of numbers that will

show the numerical relationships among the links of a food

'chain and the successive dependencies of each organism on

the next.

INTROLA-C110S;

The directions for construction of the pyramid must be

followed exactly or the activity will not succeed. However,

the eft'ort is well worth the results since the ensuing dis-

cussion and subsequent students' comprehension. is greatly

enhanced by the presence of a three-dimensional, maneuverable

model that the students themselves have planned and constructed.

The boxes used in making the pyramid must be measured

befor-.hand to determine how large a square can be cut out

of tt. top of each box so that the next smaller box "just

fits" On top-without falling through the hole of the box under

it Refer to sketches* below. Either write directions for

t he students so they will cut the hole out of their box to

the propel dimensions, or draw the cut-out lines yourself.

The; sides o. each box must be numbered, one number assigned

to each food chain. See diagram below.

MATERIAL S:

.5 boxes prepared as Key:
drat rammed below

'.Side view:

level e - top carnivore
level d secondary carnivore
level c - primary carnivore
level b - herbivore
level a - producer

numbers 1 and 2 refer to differeht
food chains



fop view of box a Side view of boxes a and b

vote: dotted lines delimit area to be out out

Maleiials needed for pyramid:

pa -r lo cover the sides of the boxes (paper can be replaced
by each class)

craons, felt markers, or colored

slaplts, thumb tacks, tape or glue

hurxe,,, razor blades, or scissors

reference books for food chains

directious for making the pyramid: Supplement # 21

examples of food chains: Teacher Supplement # 22

optional: Supplements # 23 and # 24
Test, Supplement # 25; answer sheet Supplement # 26



TEA(dER SUPPLEMENT # 21

Df.rv.clioas For Making The Pyramid

Fro,tde. eA,h ,Itoup with one (or mure) set of directions

to cons;rnv t, their part of the pyramid, Fhe directions will

read the ..amt exccp, for the statements underlined, Substi-

tute tar [A,,p,r words as indicated for 4he prions boxes.*

SEIDFATIY DIRD,PIONS POR BOX a(ol b. d, e)

t;)1,0111 foil! 'tz,ets of paper awl di each to fit a
tat. tho Oux . Do not at tach the paper to the

P ;x et,
Sit-j; 2. Students no made the same food (Juiin work on the

saw- sheet of paper.

Step 5. the side of the box that has the number of your
food I-nutn. Use the paper cut to fit this side.

Step it, U1CKLY draw 100 organisms of the type of your food
tUtio that fits the niche of producer. (Note
substitutions for b, c, d, e. )

Step 5, A tach (his drawing to the box ON THE CORRECT SIDE.

Step 6, lu large print write the number "40,000,000 across
cue drawing. (Note substitutions for h, c, d, e. )

Step 7, uu. J hole in the top of the box by cutting along
th.- RED LINE,

Stet, Heip others if you have time,

/S111)011WIMIS
y 7I/NY

BOX (i V(' i ) STEP REPLACEMENT
41' 50, herbivore

6 4,000,000

25, primary carnivore
6 4,000,000

1 lO, secondary carnivore
6 40

4 1, top earnivi ,e

NOTE TO IDE lEACHERI. The large numbers that are 0, ,' en across
(It .wings " - a m re -ealisti estimate of tie numbers of or-

gal:Isms edh level that can support the numbers of organisms
at ;he next ifvei. Most 'biology texts have an adeq te de3crip-

; eer; t ,1;z, L al pyt

83



PRE-ACTIVITY PLANS

A Towering Puzzle

UNIT III: NATURE'S LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

TIME: 2 periods

TO T HP, lEACHLR:

till.; can he omitted if you prepare the food chains your-

Ihe class 35 divided into four groups, each group assign-

ed. ,r :,electing an entirely different type of community

(p.a. marine, freshwater, desert, forest, open field, human

suhd,%ision, swamp or marsh, savannah, tundra, decaying log).

The assignment is to write a five-link food chain charac-

terlstt( of the community selected. A sketch of each orga-

nism should he included. Refer to Supplement # 22 for ex-
,

amp1(-s, _lh.1!.students amy be asked to sketch a scene repre-

sentative of the 'tommunity being studied. A written and/or

orat1N presented synopsis of biotic and abiotic factors and

how they interact may be required. Each student in the ,group

shonld have a copy of the food chain, including all items as

fhey are presented in Supplement # 22. Other examples can be

fonnd in Supplement # 14.

ACTIVITY PLANS

A Tiiwering Puzzle

UNIT 111: NAITO'S LAW OF SUPPLY AA) DEMAYD

TIME: I, periods

TO rHE !TAMER:

Don't explain to the students that they are making a pyra-

mid stnce this will deprive them of part of the reasoning they

should pet form themselves.

DiNide the students into five groups (one group Sr box),

uwludina at least one ,tudent in each group representing each



of the four food chains studi-d- Lath student will need the

(opy of th flint hain his "ple-aLtivit gtottp" prepared.

Nurher the tout food chains (one t.) lour). felt the students

to remembct ihe number applied to their ou food chain.

Hand faeh group a box and the diitttions (Supplement # 21 )

Int making that level of the pyramid. Curi:.sity and puzzle-

mrrl lie fostered and stimulatt-d- hut entourage the

stodew- to "figure it our" ihemstives. :-!tess tin importance

A the instructions exattly, i,aticularlv attaching

thui: i.aj r t to the eorrect side .0 th no<, matehl.,g the num-

hi; .ssiq,ned ta their food chant uith 1 h same number on the

Sidi of the box

Alter the. students have completed the drawing8. everyone

should sit in a large circle or sgitatt- each other.

lsk i01 volunteers to enter the 1 with a box and fit

ali the boxes together so they tett a story (or illustrate

as trt,,ny et,fioglcal concepts as possthiel. Encourage all stu-

dtAAis to otter suggestions. -

Atter the students have correctly, tonstruted the pyra-

mid, wish tht four food chains properly aligned, ask every-

ent, 10 sit down.

[un the boxes so all the students can look at each of

the sales. isk them to imagine that lhe: know nothing about

eealog (') and to use the pyramid to explain as much about

ecology as they believe the pyramid displays.
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POST-ACTIVITY PLANS

A Towering Puzzle

UNIT NATURE'S LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

TIMEX 1 period

TO THE TEACHER:

The following questions can-he posed to analyze in depth

the significance of the pyramid.

a. How many molecules ("pieces") of DDT would end up in
in the top carnivore if each producer is sprayed and
takes up only one molecule of DDT?

h. What special warning does this present to man?

a. lf the human population keeps on growing, wile.; will
people he eating in the future? That is, what will
the pyramid look like?

I. Why?

NOTE: Tine students should realize that we will be eating
the producers directly because of the waste of chem-
ical energy (mass of flesh, bones, etc. uneaten and
lost as heat) inherent in a five-link food enain.

Why does it take so many producers to support the
consumers?

4. Why do the boxes decrease in size?

5. a, if I pull out one box (do this) why docsothe pyramid
collapse.

NOTE it should if the holes were cut the right size!

h. Winch is the only box you can remove from the pyramid
without causing it to collapse?

NFE: Plat Lop one, which is why it would be a good idea to
have a food chain with man as top consumer.

u. What message does this present to man, whc generally
feels that ali life on earth exists 'FOR MAN'?!



6. In wilaT, wdy(s) do(es) the pyramid not portray the complete
stoiy of interdependencies?

NOTE, it doesn't show the needs of the producers, the decom-
pose's are omitted, often the top carnivore is capable
A feeding directly on the producer or herbivore, the
numbers may be inappropriate because in some cases a
whGle organism is eaten while in other. cases only a
fraction is consumed (like the leaves on a tree)
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SUPPLEMENT # 24

Answers To Supplement # 23

1. 90%
The plant uses some of the energy to grow, to repair, to

respire, to produce its own food. -'Also, the cow doesi't
absorb the entire plant.

11. Grain
Thole is too much waste of space and food needed to sappoit
inteimediatv organisms in a food chain.

NOTE: An interesting side line would be to pursue the pros-
spect of a two-link food chain all over the worid;'
Man and his producer organism. Would it be a bal-
anced ecosystem? Would man be able to survive
psychologically in such an environment.



CE\ t

SUPFLEIME \ f

Test ou

Nat nt e 's Law of Sup iv An $ Demand

INSTRUCTIONS Please use your )wt: , Be as nt !
tart hilt answer a 11 in, $(1s coin!, tr

,14

Wri Itainos or draw r Lf fit s ms $ no w id hI %t,

a f e- t .18 food tha in . F f J Jlit I 1;,!: t

CH!:,t1 1,f4f-,it(' sinee toe r 1 7,d

i LIS

Vtnier f t 11 1 Lb rga Ii sti:" 11.14- h

the t Oft Erin (from Pub t 41i !..% f;t 101J (ann It/ I -

wary c al ore producer, n,e,:m1,o6$ on,lat y ,ty !is .4 ;

herb I t 0re ,

3. What is t he or ig Ina 1 ( ',i ,1! 1-:ERGY t.,r v

chain?

i. What. is 1 ht cliff even( e be r V ch din (Ind t t;?

5 . WI i d i i ft: o f t wia I s not ed the d , A 1 ./y! l o t ion 0 1 Ant oro
N. C. was st e,adi ly declint tit!, font", o ft tet , is ornfi n-

nunt ng in e er ta ip areas fot' st 4 t, C-41 Af t v/ ton/

years thh deer population hail J 114 -as(:41 gi ea t loll, 0 ,

the end of six and a half vt -ars neer pf;pit l a t in o 1

Aurora was a 1 I but gone.

tiiveh ;his information what i,E i il-a.1ps (Nigh
ealiScd d en ne of the dee Lipn t I on?

6. A duel. haven was located lu UaSII-10 \, C, by i o( al w
(Aft( ia 1 s Hunt' I t ft at Is en t t or t affil', its

al I owed a l rmi t of t 'KS hill! 1_1 , 1110- r 11,1111(r S
to at 117e;'(' 11-11:5 limit, t W01,141 k .ikt 1111 a veragt ee

shots to k one duck. ;hi ()wit s* Son' on du( Is, It:
"the area t a l i t timed for s e c l . 4 ! 12,f l':7 Wi Idli f t, ct I s
began to t d large ft k i 1 1 4 0 I II !,:; 41114 h thixt ti 07; ,t

result load poisoning.

Oft ie 1 a I .:, 10' r1 ptiZzled 'IS I o or I tni
1 rig hoc, lbey knew no \ r1,1(1 pill o a41 hit f . t of
the sun wind J tip, waters Wtta ;, %.nt t II 1 iih w.t. it(

of tvad poisoning?

Wild I. IRA organisms S%11 1 yrn, t ;n1 i 11 ninn:,f -,1
lead poisGning now? Why?
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Supplement # 25 (Cunt.)

7. Rabbits' first choice of food is grass, and
a. their second uhoice of food is soybeans,
b. grasshoppers eat grass.
c. Hawks eat rabbits.
d. Bluejays at grasshoppers,
e. Bacteria feed off decaying ma-4-,erials.
f, decaying materials return nntr:ents to the soil.

First, what would happen to each of the organisms in th,
cycle if (1nly the rabbits were eliminated?

Second'; what would happen to each of the organisms in
the cycle if only the grasshoppeis were eliminated?

8. In an ecosystem where only the plaits took in radio-
active minerals (resulting from nuclear testing), and
the following food chain was present, which of the
organisms would end up with the most radioactive min-
erals within 10 years?

wheat cows man

Explain why you selected the organism.



TEACHER SI:PRIME \ f

Answers Tu Supp I th; It" r.1

NOTE: Since answers may vary, the I 7t is a re pt aciti, 11
of the answers giN en by' one out student s

h.
producer herb v pri ma y it )i f_

3. Sunlight for plants
4. A food chain is a list of organisms -that depetia ion e(14 t,

other for loud Starting wi th pr Utitit ers up to top cat tt;
yore,

A food web is all interconnet 7J rig food chains in a c ommurwo

5. In my opinion the deer popuial on died out because of mass
starvation. For all the new fawns there had to be f. wd
but the competition for food' am-mg the large Jeer p,cpcil a

ion prevented it, therefore .to,,:i ug the deatt, 01 TA

reproducers. (fawns)

6. I think the lead poisoning was caused by the hunt et s
nil 1 on, (which contains lead pelt' Is). Now that the. t,st,
have gotten lead poisoning some 711 nk like this mu.3,1.1 happt-1,

[NOTE: lead from gasoline-pt,wc.cd boats is anot,lit

Birds
fish oaNci 3Q.corvI

Cs* r\ Art) n act e4

HUNrC. Rr
41 eirci4

No- becerf.p
conto,riel'



Supplement # Cont.)

birds -.1at fish
dhd become conlamitialca,

.7. (a) rabbits
die ,it

Hunters eat birds
and 'become con-
Taminared,

grass and soyt:eahs grasshoppels
become more multiply gredly

blue-5ays multiply
areat-!y

(b) grasshoppers
die-oat

Blue-jays have
nothing to eat
so they die (mt.

since blue-jays eat other
bilus* eggs then other
specie al birds may be-
come twarce

liras:s bei.omes
mot hand ant

Rdbhils have more
to eat, and become
(21, mot-e abundant

Halts have
more to eat; so
they reproduce more

hawks eventually eat
all rabbits which
causes them to die
out

Bacteria feed off the
decaying materials,

Rabbits eventually eat
.all the grasses and
so.sbeans, which causes
mass starvation. Also
the hawks take a large
fall.

Decayed material fertilizes soil.for producers
to start, growing again.

8. 1 believe man would end up with the most because the wheat
would contain a small amount, which the cow would eat in
large quantities and a man who eats the cows receives
an even larger amount of radioactivehess, which, within
10 yearss would reach a dangerously high amount.



UNIT IV PLAN

UNIT "IV TITLE: TO EACH HIS OWN

TIME: 14 periods

PURPOSE OR OBJECTIVE:

To investigate the.interrelati)nships of organisms and their

physical environment. Specifically, for students to under---

stand the foil-wing concepts.

1. Populations are limited by and physica
factors, thus maiutaining a '.a nice in nature.

2. Organisms continuously alter on environment,
making it less inhabitable for themselves, but per-
haps more inhabitable coy other spo !es.

3. Each species has structural and physiological charac-
teristics enabling it to func;Ion successfully in its
habitat and niche.

4. Organisms that cannot adapt to change, die.

5. Change as the result of environmental stress, may not
be immediately evident, sometimes requiring months or
years to be effected.

ABSTRACT: 41

The major activity is a transect sufdy in which the students

collect'physicaland biological information about various

environments and analyze this data in an attempt to discover

the relationships that exist among tee organisms and the

physical factors in specific communities.

The other two activities stress adapta-tion. "The Adaptation

Angle" challenges students to design environments and then to

construct organisms that can adapt to these environments or

vice versa. "The Adaptable Treasure Hunt" involves the stu-

dents in preparing a list of organisms that display a particu-

lar adaptation. .and then to fine tnese.



UNIT IV SCHEDULE

A Transect Study -
The Ecologists' Thing

Pre-Activity 4 periods

Activity half-day

Post-Activity 4 periods

The Adaptation Angle Pre-Activity 14 periods

Activity li periods

An Adaptable Treasure Hunt 2 periods

-...t -.........

96
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UNIT IV: TO EACH HIS OWN

INTRODUCTION TO ACTITY

A Trausect Study - The Ecologists' Thing

TIME: 9 periods

GOAL:

ro plan and implement, then organize and craiadie the data

from a tianse,'t study.

INTRODUCTION:

The students obtain first hand knowledge of the use of

field eqUipment in an ecological study. They learn how to

measure temperature, wind velocity, light intensIty, rela-

tive humidity; how to collect soil organisms using a fullgren

funnel apparatus; how to do a plant population study along

a tansectt and how to make a soil analysis. In addition,

they learn how to organize data so it can be analyzed and

evaluated.

It is important the students realize that the knowledge

and understanding of the relationships observed during the

study are limited by the amount of, and accuracy of, mea-

sured data that is collected. Most equipment can bc made by

the students; however, if any equipment is unobtainable, the

corresponding activity can be omitted. Activities can be

omitted or modified commensurate with students' abilit.es.



MATERIAi.- '.EDE) R -i-r-Og.71ECT qTUDY

PER GROUP (wiry itf:ms can b., snFirz'd -fross groups)

pre-activities: fo4Til2n0-r
Scpplewut F1it rypes
I wi,!:1 22u2e
I t;:ermo.n,--Lrr

pre-actIvittes: 'ru 2i F.A=-1-z Homidiz, kj-art
Snr.;IkAwnt 27
aradatu s21: siL:Ps

F 14. 62-, :Vq.1.1!S5
activity: thermometei, I y2 '11,

lc" rah-.
wind ciati4;., Sqppient ;130

fine l Supplement #30
spec: or :11-:-,wel

dltahol
clatIlesline or ropf IC' per group
tape or stapler
plastic wral, or loneF

n,) 303 size fans
1 fruit puce Lan, one quart, open at both ends
I gtass jot-. ;The gu-:rt
data sheets, Supplement # 31
Relative Humidity Cnrt, Supplement # 28
araduated soil siPles
1 coathanger
insect collecting net. Supplement # 30
balance
hand lens and rompoi.od mteroscope
appararns ri.$11..'os study, Supplement # 32
Teacher Suppiemcr preparing-graphsj # 31
larAp s:et s o1 vlr,?- for preparing charts

post activity: Supptemenr Av.)iyzing the Data
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SUPPLEMENTS

26. Pre-Activity: Plant Types

27. Pre-Activity: Temperature, Relative Humidity, Wind
Velocity

28. !Rela=tive Humidity Charts

29. Pre:Activity: Soil Analysis

30. Instruments and Apparatus for Transact Study

31. Preparing Graphs for_Analyzing Data

32. Data Sheets for Transect Study

33. Analyzing The Data
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PRE-ACTIVicY FLANS

A Transect Study

UNIT IV: TO EACH HIS OWN

TIME: 4 periods

TO THE TEACHER:

The following sequence is recommended for familiari'Ling

the studtfits with the more comp3icated tecrmiques that wIli

be performed during the field study) Von will :Indoubtably

modify the following ideas d.epending upon the students' abil-

ities and the available equipment,

Introduie the transect study a rope will he extended

along the ground, passine through a vallety of environments

_(Ex: creek edge, swamp, open field, woods), There will he

a team cf three students responsmbIP for each 10 feet along
e

the transect, collecting as much information about their

station as the class agrees on, If everyone collecis the

same data in the same manner, alt the data can tie .)rganized

and then analyzed. The relationships and variations are

complex and fascinating. The study is fIxtremely sophisticated

research and requires total cooperation among all teams,

SUGGESTIONS:

1. .A 100-foot transect is a convknient size. Depen4ing
upon class size and stehedules, one, one and a half, or
two classes could conduct one transe(t study.

2. One class period is used for collect-rng the data in the
"coathanger count", (Supplement it 26), and the plants can
be pressed overnight. The next day the following type
of chart is made and the students asked to draw their own
conclusions. , .Ex: What ptant was present in the most
areas; why? Ask students to propose hypotheses explaining

. the reason they obtained their data, They should even-
tually realize the necessity rot collecting more data from
the area: soil type, soil moisture, protection from wind,
comparative temperatures, and relatie humdiity at the same
time, types and numbers of animals in their respective



r

areas, and so forth This should lead to an appreciation
of why the transeet study should be undertaken, and the
necessity for all teams using exactly the same techniques,

CHART: (Aft, III
Net 2

,

31 /445.
4

11,13EIRI 0 1 1 4

0 30

101

3. Practice measuring the physical faetors. The students can
be encouraged to develop their own instruments. Supplements
# 27, # 28, #'29, and # 30 may he helpful. On177 practice
those techniques that may rtlaire practice to assure reli-
able and consistent data-colic:3.0n, Too Much practice
becomes dull.

SUGGESTIONS:

Two or three stacients can be responsible for teaching such
techniques as reading thermometers, eompating relative humid-
ity, using the wind gauge. Meanwhile, individuals or groups
can be doing any or all of the following:

1111.1%

marking the rope in 10-foot sections, building the
Tullgren apparatus

assigning teams and checking their equipment (assuming
each team is responsible for bringing from home all
they can)

making the wind gauge
making the necessary chaits (Supplement # 31)

4. Plan with class an appropriate schedule for the field
study. It is possible to colleA the field data in half
a day or less depending upon traveling time and student
cooperation. If arrangements ran be made, it might be
advisable to take two classes each morning (field work
requires two hours) and spend another hour completing any
lab work and posting the data. Alternatively, two classes
could do tne field work in the morning and two in the
afternoon. Completion of lair work and posting of data
can be restricted to individual class periods on subse-
quent days. The former plan eliminates the dual problem
of storage and loss of collected samples, while the lat-
ter is more convenient for most school facilities (room
space) and allows time for plant samples to be dried and
pressed before they are used.



STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT it Li-

Pre-At.tri.ity Plant frpes

DIRECTICCS!

Select a s:idy area, 1.:-ehliy ---;6s 3 co);.nger down in the
area; and then tL,ke a sample .7f EACH DIFFERENT KIND of p'tant
that is found rid r '-ronget are. SkFtch below what Lach
type of plan! loolcs like as )f ide4tifying it), count
the number of !.3:,1) "Kind ant write the number heside
the sketch of IN_ pl,nt, otir t:xample of ea.:11 kind,
place in a pi:15t3c ha;;; and t,r11.1,.-K. As soon as You cab
get back to The room, pl.ess Z;etween we pages of
a booK.

I. Describe area,

II. Sketch of plant Number 1.1) the are

2.

3.

It.

(use back if

6.

COMPARISON OF CLASS RESULTS;

Were your p3abt types and numbers similar or different from
the other students?

Explain why;



STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT #

Pre-Activity

4TEMPERATURE: NAME
../.=M1.1,,...

I. Place the thermometer flat on the ground with bulb up and
record the temperature when the fluid stops moving,

(surface)

2. Make a slit in the soil by forcing in a trowel and plying
forward. Pull the digging tool back. Slide the thermom-
eter bulb into the slit to a depth of about 3 centimeters
j1"). Slip the tool out and close the soil against the
thermometer. Read the thermometer only after the fluid
stops moving. Scrape away enough soil to-take" the readings,

°F (soil)

RELATIVE HUMIDITY:

1. A sling psychrometer is used to measure relative humidity.
This psychrometer has two,thermometers mounted on it. One
of the thermometers has a "sock" tied around it, Wet this
"sock" with distilled water Then sling the psychrometer
vigorously for two minutes. At the end of this period,
record the dry bulb temperature as well as the wet bulb
temperature. Then relative humidity can be determined from
these readings using a chart,

°F dry bulb

°F wet bulb

relative-
Note; A simple psychrometer can be constructed for this activ-

ity - see Supplement # 30.

WIND VELOCITYt

1. Make a wind gauge as directed Jy the instructor.

2. Use your wind gauge to check xiindi velocity in a windy area
and in an area with little wind, Take readings at six
inches above the ground and at two feet above the ground,
Then draw the angle that the wind made at each location;
or take the appropriate reading depending upon the type
of gauge used.

no ,. UM/MC - ..o t itirnynria.17yr77117
Describe lo- Describe loca-
cation on
back.

Lion on hack.
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Supplement # 29 (Cont.)

Sieve No. 1 (gravel)

% of the total symple

Sieve No. 2 (sand)

% of the total sample

Sieve No. 3 (silt)

% of the total sample

Sieve No. 4 (clay)

% of the total sample

Type of soil
based on classi-
fication below.

SOIL CLASSIFICATION: San., less than 15% clay and/or silt
Loamy sand, 15% to 20% clay and/or silt
Sandy loaM, 21% to 50% clay and/or silt
Loam or silt loam, 51% or more of clay

and/or silt
Clay-loom, 20% to 30% clay
Clay, 31% or more clay



SUPPLEMENT #

Instruments and Apparatus for TYansect Study

1. Wind gaugE: Usirg a zigzag ruler as a model, the wind
gauge is CUT Out of cardboard,

7AP

Thita 40
( 49

if

11)

IC
iq

0 Z,S11,5 41

1\

measurements are one in °fart
iy fn.

To use, hold wind gauge in direction wind is biou.,.Ig,
read the number the thread points toward.

2. Sling psychrometer:

To use, swing thermometer for
three minutes and read the
'cy bulb' temperature. Then
wet a thin piece of cheese-
cloth and wrap it securely .

around the bulb. Swing the
thermometer three mar e.minutes
and read the 'wet bulb' tempera-
ture. Use the chart, Supple-
ment # 28, to determine relative
humidity.
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TEAt:HER :TPPLEMFAT u 31

I epating txraphs for Anatyzing Data

The following g!aphs are suggested- Students or teaches can
prepare these graphs before the field study and post thea.
on the wall,

1. Plant data

A. Fit: post all plant data on the following chart
(to determine the numbers of each type plant for
crimpleting the charts in B)

---T

=1;710TIONS I

B. Prepare one chart for eacl plant, The teacher can
visit the field study site and estimate the number
of enalts that will be needed,

PlAwr
77..zrf .

:7-pw-r,

*Omit numbers when prepating charts, After data
is completed on Chart A, numbers can be written
to accomodate the maximum number,
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Supplement # 31 (Cont.)

C. Height of Plants: prepare charts plotting stations
vs plants below knee, plants between knee and head,
plants above head

- plot numbers of animals vs station in
the same manner as plants. ;-

3. Physical factors - plot each physical measurement vs
stations

uteroicE
refrIseefill'r-uPPE

mmmlimmip

511971oNS

Sot& AnfeocAmloni

I .14. trig7.104/ S

ti

tesliNC- Gitoovo

. wrIgerl ONS

1,./G-Nar iNrENCertie
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Supplement -1 31 (Cont.)

I. Indii.iclual alaphs - stations cln graph results similar
to Ibis below-
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ACTIVITY PLANS

A Transect Study - The Ecologists' Thing

UNIT IV: TO EACH HIS OWN

TIME: 3 working hours (plus travel time)

TO THE TEACHER:

The activity can be divided into two sections: field and

lab.

1. Field: Students can lay the transect rope across the
. . .

Study area and select their stations. Number the

stations consecutively, students recording their

station number on each data sheet. Lit would re-

duce clailsroom confusion if each transect (that

is, each class) had a different set of numbers.?

Refer to Supplement # 32.

2. Lab: The following must be completed.

a. Determine relative humidity.

b. . Complete lab activities for "soil animals" sand

"soil analysis".

c. Post data on chart no. 1 A (Supplement # 31) .

d. Post data on all remaining charts (Supplement # 31).



Transect Station #

WIND VELOCITY

STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 32

DATA SHEET # 1

Names

Directions: Write the number on the wind gauge that the
thread points to; take 3 readings and average
them.

a, On the ground Average
(divide total by 3)

reading 1.

3.

total

b. At waist level

reading 1.

2.

3:

total

c. Above your head

reading 1.

2.

3

total

Average
(divide total by 31

Average
(divide total by 3)

.

.

I It,

Olt ' c :' 4"



Supplement # 32 (Cont_)

Transect Station #

TEMPERATURE

Directions:

HUMIDITY

1

4

DATA SHEET # 2

Time ,

N es

a. surface temperature
Lay thermometer wi th scale facing up ,
Wait 3 minutes.

b, ground temperature (1" down) °F
Make slit in soil, slide in thermome-
ter, Shove soil back around thermome-
ter, wait 3 minutes, scrape away enough'
soil to read.

c sub-soil temperature (8" down)
repeat as described under 'b'

of

a. dry bulb -swing 2 minutes and read

b. wet bulb - wrap cheesec,loft_h around
bulb, swing 2 minutes, and read

°F

c, relative humidity (from chart)

11;



Supplement # 32 (Cont.)

Transect Station # Names

DATA SHEET # 3

ANIMALS IN THE AIR

Directions:

In the field

1.

2.

a. Using the insect collecting net, walk along your
10-foot section of rope, swinging the net in front
of you in a figure eight, brushing the tops of low-
growing plants.

/40$

b. When you stop, quickly grasp the net near the rim,
preventing the insects from escaping.

1

Al 1240
tt

c. Carefully hold a plastic bag over the rim and re-
lease the insects into the bag. Ti p the bag
securely closed.

In the lab

a. Pour a small amount of alcohol'inta the plastic bag.
Close the bag securely.

b. Shake the bag for a minute.

(1. Empty the insects onto a paper towel.

d. Record the kinds and numbers of insects.
TYPE (sketch or name) NUMBER

3.

4.



Supplement # 32 (Cont. )

Transect Station # Names

DATA SHEET # 4

ANIMALS ON THE GROUND

Directions:

1.

2.

a. Working your way along your section of the rope,
search under the lead litter for insects.

b. Record below the types and numbers of each type
you find.

TYPE (sketch or name) NUMBER

3. /11".11m1IIMIII111

4.

5.

6.

119



. Supplement # 32 (Cont.)

Transact Station # 1 Names

DATA SHEET # 5

PLANT TYPES - short

Directions: Take one sample of each type plant lower than
your knee growing against both sides of the rope. Wrap each
in plastic wrap and tape or staple to this page. Count only
the no. of stems coming out of the ground. Count all dead
leaves togelher.

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

dotal number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants __

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

120



Supplement # 32 (Cont.)

Transect Station # Names

DATA SHEET # 6

PLANT TYPES - medium '

Directions: Pick a twig or leaf from each type of plant
which is taller than your knees, but shorter than you are-
These must be touching or hanging over your transect section,

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

121



Supplement # 32 (Cont.)

Transect Station #

DATA SHEET # 7

PLANT TYPES - tall

Names

Directions: fake a twig or leaf and bark sample from
type of plant- which is taller than you are. These must
touching or hanging over your tiansecl section.

(Attach bae here)

(Attach hag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

(Attach bag here)

Total number of Plcftts

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants

Total number of Plants



Supplement # 32 (Cont.)

Transect Section #

DATA SHEET # 8

SOIL MOISTURE

Names

Directions: Pick up a handful of soil and classify the
amount of soil moisture in it by the follow-
ing descriptions:

a. Dry -falls apart and sifts between fingers

b. Slightly. moist - appears moist but does mot
stick together when squeezed.

c. Moist - sticks in a clump when squeezed

d. Very moist - squeeze and the water is
obviou4

e. Wet - water drips.

Soil Moisture (1" down)

Soil Moisture (8" down)
(Halfway to your elbow)

LIGHT INTENSITY

Directions: Write in either: a. total exposure;
b. partial exposure; to' total' shade

Morning

Noon

Afternoon

NOTE: Look to east to judge morning exposure.
Look to .west to judge afternoon exposure.
Look directly overhead to judge noon
exposure.

121



Supplement # 32 (Cont.)

Transect Station # Names

DATA SHEET # 9

SOIL AN

Directions:

1. In the field - collect a 'plug' of soil that fits into
a no. 303 can; label

tycoANIn.
M5 00 41N\4 4c)\\

Perform either a or b:

2. as En the lab - empty the can into the large can with
a screen bottom in the following
apparatus:

light source (plug in)

can with screen bottom (holds soil
emmisomm'mummmgm. sample)

collecting jar (with alcohol in it)

Label the collecting jar.

Recording results - pour the contents of the collecting jar
into a shallow glass dish, Observe under dissecting miscro-
scope.

NAME OR SKETCH OF ORGANISM TOTAL NUMBER COUNTED

1.

12=1



Supplement4 32 (Cont.)

NAME OR SKETCH OF ORGANISM TOTAL NUMBER COUNTED
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Supplement # 32 (Cont),

2, b, NEMATODE STUDY

12o

Materials (in lab)--funnel, cheeseclotb or stocking,
soil sample, rubber tubing, jar or beaker, alcohol
tripod, clamp

Nematodes are microscopic round worms; some infect and destroy
plants.
1. Wrap soil sample in a double layer of cheesecloth

Meta IAPS"
c?. Set up the funnel as illustrated: FMNitiit

e So`
YA. cir ;

CAA rtP
Li

RVILIzer 1401/T5

3. Place the sack of soil in the funnel and slowly fill the
funnel with water. Nematodes will move through the 'cheese-
cloth into the water where they sink and concentrate
above the clamp.

4. After 24 hours, Open the clamp for a split second re-,
leasing a small volume of water containing nematodes,
Collect this in the beaker or jar.

5. Centrifuge the liquid--nematodes being heavy will be
thrown to the bottom of the test tube.. Carefully pour
off most of the water. (This step is optional)

6. With a medicine dropper, transfer a drop of the suspen-
sion left in the bottom of test .tube to the micro slide.
Cover with a cover glass. Observe under the microscope.
The worms are transparent so look carefully.

OBSERVATIONS;

Sketch of animals seen Total number of each counted
1.

2.
....
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Supplement # 32 (Cont.)

TRANSECT 4 Name

DATA SHEET # 10

SOIL ANALYSIS

1. In the field - a. Digging downwards to eight inches
drop spoonfuls of soil into a no. 501
metal can. Try to collect equal
amounts of soil from all depths.

b. Label the can with your transect num-
ber, title it "soil analysis".

2. In the lab - a. Add tap water to the soil sample aad

b. Pour this muddy suspension into your
glass quart jar.

c. Rinse the can with more water and pour
the rinse water into the glass jar,

d. Fill the glass jar with water. Shake well.
e. Label the jar with your station number.

3. Comparing results -

Directions: After the soil has completely settled (about
2 days) draw a profile of the different layers:

A. SKETCH PROFILE MODEL OF A PROFILE

14"*"ftumm....,

1

Ficut+i hIs,;+`e -
hurt) (As CM tiP, piC0

mal-erta I :
Cigtew Cs rna A est.)

(heow'msi. ) --6c4n4

ANAA be 4 1 ce%eocs.5

cotArse or iOng,
B. Calculate the % of each layer as follows:

100 X depth of one layer
total depth of soil

Make this calculation for all the layers.

sand qb

silt

clay



Supplement # 3G :Xont.)

Transect # Name

DATA SHEET # 10 - Alternate

SOIL ANALYSIS!

I. In the fieldcollect one "tuna fish-size"' can of soli
from your station.

2: In the labfollow the directions on "We-actiity!
Soil Analysis"

3, Resulis -

Gravel:

Sand :

Sill

Clay

Total :

lab sheet.

Weight

(Supplement # 29)

X l0( = c.0

0'Weight_ X 100 =

Weight
...._

X 100 =

=

0;
0.

e
2

Weight X 100

Weight X 100 = 2

SOIL CLASSIFICATION:

NOTE: This is an alternale procedure for soil analysis.



Supplement 32 (Cont.)

Transect Station #

DATA SHEET // 11

SOIL PERCOLATION

Materials needed:

1 juice can, ruler
quart jar, timer

Directions:
In the field--

Names

1. Remove both ends from the juice can.

2. Mark the can 2" from the end, place the can upright on
the soil to be examined, cover with a board and drive
into soil to the 2" mark.

3 . Pour 1 quart of water into the; can and measure distance
of the water line from the top of can each minute for
10 minutes, Then measure after 10 more minutes. Con-
tinue measuring at 10-minute intervals till all the
water has disappeared.

DATA:
TIME ELAPSED

(start) 0

+1 min.

+2 min.

t3 min.

+4 min.

+5 min,

+6 min.

+7 min.

min.

+9 min.

+10 min.

+20 min.

+30 min.

+40 min.

DISTANCE OF WATER FROM TOP OF CAN



POST-ACTIVITY PLANS

A Transect. Study-The Ecologists' Thing

UNIT IV: TO EACH HIS OWN

TIME: 3 periods

TO THE TEACHER:

1. Forty-eight hours after initiation, the "Foil ani-

mals" and "soil analysis' studies can he completed

and the results posted on appropriate charts

(Supplement # 31).

`2. Students can analyze the data, with the assistance

of a questionnaire similar to Supplement 33.

3. Follow up study with class discussion to point out

the correlation between biotic and abiotic factors.

Students should be reminded that even if student

error masks existing relationships, or results in

erroneous conclusions, the research techniques em-

ployed are invaluable and should be masteted. The

usefulness and shcrtcomings of the transect study

can be discussed,



STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 53

Analyzing The Data

Answer These Questions Concerning Temperature:

1. Which of the 3 temperatures (surface, soil, sub-soil)
is usually warmest?

2. Which 2 stations show the greatest difference in tempera-
ture? Is it surface, soil, or subsoil?

3. Look at the other charts and see if these 2 stations are
very different in any other ways (aside from temperature),
Write down any differences you find.

4. Does a certain temperature seem to go along with certain
other factors we measured?

5. What other features of interest did you discover concern-
ing the temperatures?
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STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 33

Analyzing The Data

Answer These Questions Concerning Soil Types:

1. Examine the displays for different types of soil. If

there is a difference among any of the samples, can you
explain why such a difference might exist? If there is
no difference, can you explain why?

2. Do you see any pattern of change in soil type moving
from the first station through the last station?

3. Do the types of vegetation change as the soil changes?

4. Ig th ie a relationship between percolation rate and
soil e? What is it?

5. Can you find any pattern between type. of soil and any
other factor that was measured (like type of plant,
amount of moisture, temperature)? What is it?

6. If the soil samples mainly look the same, what conclu-
sion can you make about the relationship between soil-
and types and numbers of vegetation in the area we
studied.

7. Study the soil and subsoil temperatures. Are they
different? Why? Why not?

I



STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 33

Analyzing The Data

Answer These Questions Concerning Wind:

1. Does the force of the wind vary much along the transect?

-.° Are there any physical obstructions or land character-
istics which change as the wind velocity changes along
the transect?

3. Study the wind and insect charts station by station.
Does there seem to be a relationship between the amount
of wind and air insects? Explain the telationship.

I

4. Is there a relationship between amount of wind and
surface temperature? Explain.

5. Is there a relationship between amount of wind and
amount of soil moisture? Whqt is it.?

6. Is there a relationship between amount of wind and the
presence of certain types of vegetation?

ir
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STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 33

Analyzing The Data

Answer These Questions Concerning Moisture:,

1. Is there a relationship between the amount of moisture
in the soil and the kinds of vegetation present in the
stations? What is it?

1.-

is there a relationship between the amount of moi,,in-f-
and the numbers of certain plant types in the stat]ons?
What is it?

3. Is there a relationship between the amount of moisture
and the kinds of insect types found on the ground?
Explain.

4. Is there a relationship between moisture and numbers of
different insect types found on the ground? Explain.

5. Why are there different amounts of moisture? Is there
a relationship between moisture and amount of sunlight?
Between moisture and temperature? Between moisture and
soil types? Between moisture and soil percolation rate?

e
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STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 31

Analyzing The Data

Answer These Questions About Plant Types:

l. Select any plant type. Study the following relation-
ships concerning this plant type (you will be finding
out what factors -- biotic and abiotic-- determine where
it grows the best).

Is there a relationship between this plant and a-
mount of soil moisture? Does it only grow in the
wet station? Are there more of this type in the
wet stations than the dry?

b. is there a relationship between this plant and
temperature? Explain.

c. Is there a relationship between this plant and
amount of sunlight? Explain.

d, Is there a relationship between this plant and
certain other plant types? Explain.

e. Is there a relationship between this plant and the
number or kinds of insects present? Explain.

f. Is there a relationship between this plant and the
amount of wind in different stations? Explain.

2. Answer the same questions for as many different plants
as you have time.



4
UNIT IV: TO EACH HIS OWN

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

The Adaptation Angle

TIME: 3 periods

GOAL:

For students to know that all organisms have certain stivf_-

tural and physiological characteristics that enable them

to survive in a specific environment; that different oi'-

ganisms adapt in different ways to the same environmental

factors.

INTRODUC'T'ION:

Although it w-=s difficult at first to think outside the

realm of "conventional" organisms, our students soon found

it stimulating to create 'super-adapted' mythical plants

and animals and eventually realized that the more diversi-

fied the organism, the greater its chance of survival.

MATERIALS:

paper and crayons or pencils

136
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PRE-ACTIVITY PLANS

fhe Adaptation Angle

UNIT IVt To EACH HIS OWN

TIME: l periods

TO THE TEACHER:

Present students (groups or individuals) with an envir-

onmental parameter (sce list below). Ask them to sketch and

describe one, two, or three completely different organisms

that tould survive and reproduce in the environment. Stu-

dents must be prepared to justify the adaptations of the

organisms.

Dependent upon their ability, more than one parameter

can be included and the level of sophisticat4nn of the adap-

tations heightened.

Impose a time limit on the students' creations and stim

ulate debate and competition in judging each others' results:

which organism appears to be the most adapted?

Emphasize the varietx of adaptations possible for each

parameter. Examples of environmental parameters:

l. The environment is terrastrial, rocky and steep.

2. The organism falls prey to large, swift animals with
sharp teeth.

3. The temperature ranges from -20°F (winter) to 105°F
(summer).

4. The organism is a herbivore and has no natural pre-
dator. Describe: (a) it's teeth; (b) it's ability
to hear

NOTE: hearing may not be essential in this case be-
cause it isn't needed to find food or for
protection.

5. The atmosphere doesn't carry sound waves. Describe:
(a) the organism's sense organs: (b) how it commun-
icates; (c) how it protects itself from predators.



6. The environment is aquatic.

7. The winters are long and severe. Snow covers the
around all winter. The animal is a herbivore.

8. The organism is a producer. The climate is mi10
all year but there is very little rainfall, and
rainfall occurs only one month each year. Consider
(a) its physical appearance; (b) reproduction.

9. The habitat is terrestrial, but frequent floods oo
occur.

10. The organism is preyed upon by a bird. It's habi-
tat is the sand of a beach.

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Students should consider adaptations for the following:

a. protection
b. how it reproduces including litter size and fre-

quency
c. how .it obtains and eats its food
d. how it moves
e. sense organs
f. colorationi shape, type and number of appendages
g. type of behavior including hibernation and time

of day it's active

I
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ACTIVITY PLANS

The Adaptation Angle

UNIT IV: TO EACH HIS OWN

TIME: lz periods

TO THE I-LACHER:

DM de the class into groups of 4-S, plus one juda(

group. Supply crayons and paper.

Each team aesigns an environment which includes as man%

biotic and abiotic factors as the team wishes. The Addes

will award one point for every reasonable factor included.

Allow 20-25 minutes for this activity.

The judges switch environments among the groups. Lah
group must then construct an organism that is well adapted

to living in the environment with which the group has been

provided. The judging team will award one point for each

adaptation and subtract one point for each liability

inappropriate adaptation) and each environmental factor to

which the organism isn't adapted.

The points awarded for the environment and the organism

are totalled for each group and the winning group announced.

An award (bubble guilt or a special privilege granted) is

recommended.

Each group can describe the environment they developed

and the organism that was created by another group to live

in that environment.

SUGGESTIONS:

l. If you encourage originality you will be delighted and
amazed by the clever and unique environments and oiga-
nisms that will be devised',

2. The activity can be played in reverse, by having each
team design in detail an organism and challenge the
other lam to reconstruct that organism's environment,
including relevant biotic and abiotic factors.



to EACH HIS OWN

iNpli0DFITION TO ACTIVITY

An Adaptable Treasure Hunt

TIME, 2 periods

GOA1,.

stiAden,s TO learn to look for and appeotate the multi-

tude of ta whteh all organisms have adapted to speci-

fic lac tots .,11 their environment. For students to knot,

that there are many different ways to adapt 10 a paticu-

tar eavit'mment.

IN'IlIODUt ION:

Students can become more involved in this treasure hunt

by making the lists themselves {refer to Teacher Supp ement

# 31) . The students do not look for specific organisms

they look for organisms that have specific adaptations.

Since it would be diffif.ult in some cases to carry back

whole organisms, a piece of the organism can be collected.

MATERIALS'

PER GROUP

list of items for treasure hunt

bag to eoliett items in

TEACHER

whistle

Supplement # 34, "Suggested List for Treasure Hunt"

140



TEACHER SUPPLEMENT # 34

*Suggested list for the Treasure Hunt

BRING BACK A VIECE OF/OR WHOLE ORGANISM THAT HAS ADAPTED !O
THE FOLLOWING:

1. having its tail cut off frequently

2. not being able to run away from an animal that will
eat it

3. having to prey upon animals that can move much
faster than it can move

4. not being able to move in order to obtain water

5. being prey to an animal that moves much faster than
it can move

6. living in an area where the ground is very shaded,
but requiria& a lot of sunlight

7. having to depend upon another species to help it
reproduce

*T e list should be varied depending upon the kind of commun-
i y available for the hunt.

141
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ACTIVITY PLANS

An Adaptable Treasure Hunt

UNIT IV: TO' EACH HIS OWN

TIME: 1 period

TO THE TEACHER

Take the students to an area suitable for finding the

kinds of organisms included on the lists and allow an .

agreed-upon span of time for the hunt.

Recall the students, and permit each group to show what

they have found and justify its suitability.
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UNIT i PLAN

UNIT V ilfLE: 1-1-1E ONLY THING CONSTANT IS CHANGE'

TIME 7 zo S periods

PURPOSE OR OBJECTIVE:

Tor stnucrits to know That environments are constantly chang-

inglaP t- hpth biclogicat and physical influences.

F: studerr.s 'o know that all organisms, including man, are

continually making their environment less inhabitable for

them- elves, but perhaps more inhabitable for other kinds

c ;l oreanisms.

For students to knob that all organisms are dependent upon

each 3'!-her and upon their physical environment.

ABSTRACT

There are very many examples of succession in every area

Two hie been selected to study in detail following a short

introduction to succession through reading and discuSsion.

The first activity is a field study during which the students

are shown examples of the main stages of 'old field succes-

sioncas it incurs in eastern North Carolina. The second

activity is a microscopic study of succession as it occurs

in a hay infusion broth*.

This broth must be started by the teacher 4-5 weeks before
the students use it. See Supplemeqt # 36 for details,



FNII V SCHEDULE

A Piogressit EI,'Id Trip

Change lA Ii t: Unseen World

FrEActivity 2 periods

Activity 2 periods

Pre -A. nutty 2 periods

Actixit 1 period

SUPPLEMENTS

35, A Progiessive Field Trip (Old Field Succession)

36. Prepation of Hay Infusion Broth

37, The Compound Microscope

38, Identifying the Parts of the Microscope

39, Using itie Compound Microscope

40, :Care of the Microscope

41. Succession in a Hay Infusion Broth
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FRE ACTII,IIY

A Plogressive Field flip
UNIT X': ONLY THING CONSTANT K CHAN6E"

TIME fell h-t.,

TO THE 11_11111'R

ri I d rcading , so t ha I s LAO en t s research a
Ilst of kc qutstions to he discussed )hr following day
(see 1 1 s t.t- )

nu t hi ,rt .)tikt day discuss t In ) 01 Fl Spe( Is cone4
sit (ct 1t)11 owi n.u. IS a s 12).1,eSIed 1 J.

questions

t is succession?

ht,ttibc how and why So(cesstOn otturs
pond, a fill i Psi 1 oa A h (.11 . a marine

envitonmen?.

3. Dot' succession always )t. tAtr 0c er a I °lig period of
i mc? NOTE Of ten a nil 1111,11 (I i sitst ei or man -

ludo( ed alteration causes an abrupt change
E.g. Excessive dist has ge of human sewage- into a
s r ow-moving or stagnant bo0 o f water leads t o
an al gal bloom and r retrial tire eutrophica ti on -

it. suct ession always to ow t he same pattern in
ail eat rOntlieli s? NOTE., r a it. many inter -
a( to ng fa t, det ei mint ra: sat «,SS1 on In any com-
mon" Such ,actors a.., pie( 'pilot-Ion, proximity
of herd sources) (1 ima t hanges 7 migrational
hair. t s twighbori rig I Jona er vent l on of man -
,11l it« allin for the spe ci 1 rt st-ral stages in any
pat t i c talai common]. t y

`3, What t ura 1 and man- 'tido( rd 0« urreni es (..d11 di s-
r III; t Sac( e SS ion?

ft is IU1 p,n- tarn to not that t pry organism changes its
environment mak ne the en VIIohm(tit ft 5s inhaliitahle (loss
Of food, water; accumulation 01 ,.astes]. the organism has
3 al fermi I ('S (Ida p t MoV or al( Man is no exception!
And we ha V( -' 1W blare le ft 10 trio% .



Al , I\ 1 fl PLANS

NE. Field -hip

UNIT V'e THE OM Y THING CONS TANI' IS CHANGE"

TIME: 2 in: t'i ()cis (2-hour field s :Ili, I

'DO) (IRE PE Al:

VI, id study under taken shows student s the s to ges
1 11 Old fie Id succession, a very common o«.tir; one e in our
area. The stud ants are dri von a shot' t distank F from the
se !tool and a re 411 v en tune me t o survey each s aac 1),), walking
through t he study areas, asking and a uswer questions.

e Xffinp Ie of the I' ie Id study data slice t nci ud ed
( Supp 1 eme 17 35), but this active tN shot, III he modified
t sui t your own envi r onmeni Its; It t i o art COO I ogy text
for examples of sure ,!ssi on in a;I kinds of no tura'
c murrain it le
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PLAN1S---
Sift!,
ANIMALS--

2nd SEPAL

ADD I 1 I ONAL DES( , I

I-LANUS- -
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ANIMALS

ft. (I a I III i 2 V ea rb ; wi I ii
t I I 1 t aml

weed I Is :in or t er and
0 N L ltd 0 1 AI so see
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Supplement

Stop No S1AGE 11ARAtTERISMCS

"I. 3rd SERAL STAGE ronmseef is thick; pine
seenlings are small; will
exist this way 1,;, sv%:?r,lt

t'S

ADDITIONAL OESCRIPTI0\

SolL---

ANIMALS
QUESLION: How do pine seedlings It.t hert-')

Why don't pine s=falin2s .11uV. sooner
than the 51d st;i2

h. '1th SER.AL STA,GL ttlr lit h e field
f.a adoned ; d re

aont t') II. toll; pines are
dominani, hardwood seedlings
A 1'1 111 ttut 1111101 smaller
than Fjne; look for dogwood,
red maple, beet It. gum, oak,
hiekoo

QUESTION'. Why are the hardwoods just now begin-
ning to grow?

ADDITIONAL DESCRIFIION,

PLANTS-- -

Soil,----
ANIMALS --

5. 5th SERAL SFAGt jb,tri( I 5(1 :t I I S Si of ft 0 id

was ahandoncd; no pines ex-
( pi, (011! I Is edge or in

dtC,!S; hardwoods are
;1 ood." are very old,

aai, and nickay wilt he
domr:-ditl

QUESTION: Why do the lines /Ile out except along
the edge and In open reaR?

How do lumber (9mpanies preent this
stage and MI111,1111 pine forests?

Do abandoned tiEids all over the world
prOff reSS :-.0111( wily tttPV do in bast-
ern Norin Cdl
Explain.

150
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Supplement # 35 (Lola.)

STOP NO, STAGE CHARALTIRISTICS

ADD1110NAL DESCRIPTION

PLANTS--

ANIMALS--

FINAL QUESTIONS:

Which is the 'pioneer stage'? ,cirele 11)

Which is the 'climax stoeu.% (dial% a box around it)



UNIT V: "THE ONLY THING CONSTANT IS CHANGE"

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

Change In The Unseen World

TIME: 4 periods

GOAL:

fo observe the seral stages in a hay infusicip broth as an

example of ecological succession that goes unnoticed -

and therefore generally unappreciated.

INTRODUCTION:

The hay, infusion study is important for two reasons:

the plankton observed are unseen hnr so vitally necessary

to all aquatic food chains (as producers, as well as re-

ducers and decomposers); and students love to use a micro-

scope!

It is necessary to plan 6 weeks in advance (see

Supplement # 36).

MATERIALS

PER CLASS

reference books

hay infusion broth series

PER GROUP

l micro-slide

1 overslip or square
of plastic wrap

1 medicine dropper

1 microscope

Supplement # 41
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TEACHER -;I:c11.1.,NIENT

Pr ; r,t ton of flay I 11f usi on Br° th

GENERAL, Pit(11.1i3OCRE

. Cut tip dr t cd 0 7111.11 1 1. re c(:s

, Add a :Ana 1 1 Ira rid fur of ;a t

3, Fr I t r WILir di stilit,(t writ et wel 1 water", or tap
that has stool uncovered .)veintg-Iil

, Add a «rul, te door of frond; (Ill eh, or aquarium water,
Cox er I 2. hi ly, dal e Z111(1 Id 11'1 (S ft(' he I Oh ) set i n a
wa rot a r1 ex!, Os ed 10 indrrtrcI I 1

SPECIFIC INS 1111't fir ONS

Sin ssion takes 1- 2 months, so hr !tnning. o-S weeks
before t he exer ei se , preisa re a hay tritust on h noth once a
week.; lain I i H) 111E first blrOt 11 I; (or ).))1 the second
hi t h STAtiE 5 for 7 cool i Ind na in this manner through
the last ht of ti ( whit h shoo Id he r 1 .<.1 rot I he day of the lab)
label led "S'IAGE I .
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.f J

,11 !ht. Cns Wol itl

UNI F V [HE fl1 1 y !Hi Xi; co ',INF IN;

TIME; pe

TO THE FEACUFH

I . ihr rise of the microscope,

=n1,1.1,,mtnt, , Ind ,* 10 dr( 1.r.)xided for

h't s p 1, t °illy e i.fein to hn )1.: h olv 10 use
m)clos,f3pt 7" tdcmonstrate dhlItly),

dirt) 10 'an hp csed As F, t r fest dud -0u11::ItS WhO

perfum excppfloil,t;\ W, II IN he 1,t;,mitten to use th._

rine it ()s(.(); sr,tininv, hd(tf.t).;1, Io-kina dI qlteh

wer) will!, othet s!ndvn:s 'Parn how to use the

MICCOSCOW- f!.rop(il Ihts pit- is very essential

since most tn.:I.:Landis mslisc miiroseopes which

ki re e 9 `y t 9 era
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STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT # 37

The Compound Microscope

The invention of the compound microscope opened a whole new
world of minute plants and animals whose existence had never
been dreamed of. The microscope also made it possable to
study tiny portions of plant and animal bodies in great de-
tail. This is an expensive and delicate instrument and must
be handled with great care.

The parts of a microscope may be divided into three groups
(see diagram, Supplement # 39):

1. The optical parts (lenses in metal holders)

a. An eyepiece, or ocular. . .This is the part to which
you bring your eye when you use the microscope. ,(No. 7)

b. One or more objectives. . .An objective is a combi-
nation of lenses in the lower end of the tube. It
is placed directly over the object when in use. (NO. 8)

2. The mechanical parts

a. A stand made up of a heavy base (No. I) supporting
an arm (No 12)

b. A horizontal stage, or platform, with a hole in it
through which light can pass (No, 4)

c. A vertical tube, or cylinder, which holds the optical
parts (No. 9)

d. A nosepiece, to which two or more objectives may be
attached. . .To change from one objective to another,
you simply rotate the nosepiece until the desired
objective clicks into position. (No. 6)

e. Wheels or knobs with ridged edges. . .Turning any
of these focusing knobs will raise or lower the tube
and thus move the objective farther from or nearer
to the stage.

1. The larger wheels are the coarse adjustment.
They move the tube quickly through the full
range of its motion. (No. 10)

2. The smaller wheels are the fine. adjustment.
They move the tube slowly through a small dis-
tance, and enable you to make slight changes
in the position of the tube. (No. 11)
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Sutpl erne II "17 .
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STENCIL

SUPPLEMENT :T

IDENTIFYING THE PARTS OF THE R)SC_OPE: IDENTIFY THE PARTS
OF THE MICROSCOPE PICTURED BELOW. PLACE THE NAME OF THE PART
IN THE BLANK BESIDE IT.

157
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I's .1 rit;, t

I111%' 1, Illoot ft' I t I 1 si allot:
The ; t i 'h f t t t XJ111,1011 I, p !
Mi t, I ") , ti I 1 t, ; tr...1,1 a p -r. Sa
( ca 1 )4- d t Ilt , f . A , t t L, t ,:t c I. I t U a

1 ,:, j t ;1 ,t.t 1)4- 444 ',rtlf-.11

.:1 rttti f rtt s. tl

Tilt Mat; t ,. ":. 41
t 1 t Its" 1 C I Pt' a tl 0 (1'

Wit r (- , 4 it. 4 1...4 ht f i t t! Iht et
9 . 1;1, 0 Ili, %, )1 t i I S k., tt ed onti. SI id, tit 1 't ti,f d ,, awl 15 awl', ail awed
J d t 01. k MI, I N f- ()\ -1 r-, ; 011(1 drop, ofliquid,

2, Wit', t t- ssd i f rikt- .11 t t.ox er g lass
or; i hi r, i 1,11 - r.; '4 4't 12,1aSS?

1111(-: edge of ,rt ; s; I s
a

;,, f tt tit ho, Dui td(; next Co
t he cii-op it squid and 0 drop lomp1t ieiv

OV er sia-.1 imett thtl h. 1 t )1 i t 111,1 , 1 ay t tag the
covet !toss 10 itt1S 111,:litit' t ! i i 1.! : I tom
f or int ng rind ; t-I

To h« owe ,.1111 It ; it t 11*- n11,- -r.. 1,r liCSt i,r) star t
Wll h t ; h ,;,1 1 (tncl is 17 ( an be seen

t I to' l i t t iti : r f r , I : f i t -.1 t ei - t : d newspa-
per maks- gaml sa hp.; 1 -, 4;1 lois {:it/ , f ,111 he newspapercut a sm.] i p11, of 1.01,P. ,int 1,1: PC! ;t- 1P1 it? "e", Mounttlris in wri},ar,c; th ;11 .1 Ft on a :mil ide and
e (1l et 1%1 i h d ,

Now let I ow t t,r ti 1 /04, I t4 r ! '
ttliS sit if, mid t C If r 4 44' i.41

\- lion tot examining
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Supplement * 3Q (Conf.)

How TO Examine the Specimen undf.i the Microscope
1) Turn the nosepiece until the shorter objtetive (low power)

is in direct line with tht rube. You will hear a
click when the position is correct.

2) Set the diaphragm at its maximum opening.

3) Get your lightTurn the mirror Toward your source of
light. Looking through The eyepiece: more the mirror
around hntil you gel the brightest light possible,

it) Pi to the prepared slide on the stage in such a way
tha- the piece of newspaper is in the center of the
opening of the stage and the printing is right side up.

5) While looking at the microscope from one side; turn the
,oarse adjustment downward until the objective is very
close to the slide,

6) Now look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse
adjustment upward until you see the newspaper letters
clearly. Take hold of the edges of the slide with the
tops of your thumbs and slowly move the slide until
ycu see the letter "e".
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STEN( 11,

SUPPLEMENT -4 40

( are Of The Microscope

cave reasons t of the fol 1 owing ru les regarding the cc re (
the mier °scope.

1 When carrying the microscope, 1.1 cp the instrumen
upright, or vertical posit ion tr, holdin:2 the aim of the
microscope wi th one hand and itS1112, the palm of your other
ha ad to sopport the base.

Bet ore rutting the title roseope away, turn the coarse
.id,jnsImeiii wheel tint 11 t he IIUSV is le c() is all the way down,

3. Always keep the cl ips turned in.

4. Use only soft lens paper to clean the lenses and mirror.

5 Always (Aeon the microscope be lot e and after using,
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ACTIVITY

Change in the Unseen World

UNIT V: "THE ONLY THING CONSTANT IS CHANGE"

TIME: 2 periods

TO THE TEACHER:

A wet mount can be prepared for each hay infusion broth

and set up under microscopes before the students arrive, or

the students can work in as many groups as there are micro-

scopes available, preparing their own wet mounts of each

hay infusion broth. Refer to Supplement # 41 for the lab

procedure. Explain how the hay infusion broths were pre-

pared. Most biology texts contain a description of succes-

sion in a hay infusion broth.

Questions at the conclusion of the lab can be discussed

after all students have studied the hay infusion broths.

4.
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STENCH

SUPPLEMEW -t=

su,oessior In A Hay Infusion Broth

LAB PROCEDURE

As you probably know. pond wale! is inhabited by many
forms of plant and animal 1 Y re. In oih-r to study thes
microorganisms i t necessary 1 o make a t mpol'arV He:ta-
ra t ion or t mount. thin is done as fo I ohs:

Caretui. elean (tap watct) and polish (clean hanker-
chi er) enis core slide and cover sl ip.

Ohta in two (lions Uf ha infusion broth and p.1 ace care-
fully in the center of the slide.

3. Now carefully touch a covet slip to the edge of the
drop of water. Gently lower the coxer slip onto the
drop of water. Blot excess watet with paper towel,

With a medicttw
dropper put 2

drops of water
OH the slide,

(2) touch a cover (3) Gently lower
slip to the the slip onto
edae of the the water.
water,

THIS MUST BE DONE CAREFULLY OR AIR BUBBLES lll FORM UNDER
THE CM/ER-SLIP.

4. Place the prepared slide on the microscope stage, clip
into locus. Use the 4x, 10x, 40x, or 433cobjective,

5. Ohseikc as many organisms as possible. Make a diagram
or sell on the data Shcw-4-. Esc a leferencebook for
identification. These organisms too small seven

with the unaided eye, are same of Jhe most importi
maintaJning the halance of life in a pond. These micro-
scopic organisms make ii possible for larger organisms
to exist. Not only are the food for larger organisms,



Supplement # Ill (Cont.)

but they also reduce organic matter to inoi ganic mate-
rials. IhPse materials are used photosynthesi'ing
plants, Same of the microorganisms are themselves
photosynthetic, In fact, 70-90';. of all our oxygen is
produced by marine EhiloklpijAton.

6. When-you are through, wash and dry the microscope slide
and cover slip and put away. Then clean the microscope
and put away.

1b3



Supplement # 41 (Cont.)

DATA: DALE

EXAMINATION NO. 1 1st Stage of Succession

164

Type Organism
(sketch or name)

Size; Small
Medium, Large

Abundance
(single one, very,
rare, rare, many,
very many)

Comments

DATE EXAMINATION NO. 2

Organism Size Abundance
--

Comments

DATE EXAMINATION NO. 3

Organism Size Abundance Comments

, I

I

DATE EXAMINATION NO. 4

Organism Size Abundance Comments
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Supplement t/ 41 (Cont.)

DATE EXAMINATION NO. 5

Organism Size Abundance Comments

DATE EXAMINATION NO. 6

Organism Size Abundance Comments

DATE' EXAMINATION NO. 7

Organism Size Abundance Comments

CONCLUSIONS:

I. What causes the change in kinds and numbers of organisms
from week to week?

2. Where do the organisms come from?

3. How does this hay infusion display succession?
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UNIT VI SCHEDULE

Simulating Survival Under Stress

Can You Predict Peril?

SUPPLEMENTS

Pre-Activity 1 period

Activity 2 periods

Activity 1 period

42. Diversity Cards - Complex Ecosystem

43, Diversity Cards - Simple Ecosystem

44. Suggested Stress Situatithis and Questions

1b7



UXIT VI: ADVERSITY AND DIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITY

Simulating Survival Under Stress

TIME: 4 periods

601:

) suh3c, a naturally diverse (forest) and a man-male sl..1-

ple (farm) etosNstem to the same stress so students can

see that a diverse ecosystem is more stable than the sip"-

ple ecosystems man creates.

MATERIALS;

one diversity card per student (refer to Supplement # 42)

reference books if available (refer to bibliography)



PRE-ACTIMY PLANS

stmul(1iiag Survival Under Stress

UNIT VI; ADVERSITY AND DIVERSITY

TIME:, I pet i 0x1

TO rnE TEACHER!

It von are able to obtain references concerning diver,;:,t%

In nature, a reading day before the activity would givf:

students a gre.:'ter understanding of their results. ne
A.E-P. series .tbibliography) is extremely readable for Jun-

tor High studOts.



ACTIVITY FLA \s

Simulating Survival mile) Stress

UNIT VI ADVERSITY AND DIVERS! FY

TIME: 2 periods

ro THE TEACHER:

pe: g odr 1. Before ( lass pt epat e diversity cards
(Supplement 421 for the cr,imp lex c ()system,

2. Arrange seats in a c e

i. I)istri Bute dive! SI t y cards amons students.
If necessary , a student may tarry more than
one card; of a . aid can be shared.

4. Explain that the rotor or t he eards indi-
cates whether the holder is a plant or
animal

5. Students may' tit- asked to quickly sketch
what they think their organism looks like
and attach this to the back of t he cart!
(facing the -c lass I

6. Tell the students /ha t they n1 1 best ong to
a natural community and explain the coding
of s la nts and intim) is ,

7, Ask if any of t he students wish to hear
another organism described, (We found that
some of the "anima is" were cur ions about
what, trey at e )

q.

Explain that you wiil int roduce a 'stress'
to the community and i f their organism is
killed by it di e( I hey sh ou 1(1 toss
their card to the (-liter of the circle;
BUT if their rgtnii m ton Id escape death
by leaving t ht community, they shun Id drop
their cards in 1 Font of their feet
"Stress; ,A Innaus t bl own into the commun-
ity in Jul and Int c t t s any I: !aril sensitive
to it (check yoni ( at d o see if you are
suseeptihle ) The p Ian! dies, Wind tilt'
carry the fungus y shoot distances to
another sensitive Drop your card in
the tenter tt ynn ate killed."

170
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0, Otu: this Is AI, !mi. 1 bed, hd Nt- eac-h Sttl
IMO drOplff! +Old ql%e h1S code,

[hen each rEmatnIng or ,aa sm ,'h depend ed
upon that ortanI nm must tit 'ti I ea ye the

communi ty
11e i nue I he j t ot do t I t,1 eadi 114' 1t:e t side

for those irgattisms ; ha t e lc'a e tint t

there are no mot e t t 1 ot 15.

12. With h t omp! Pt ,rSyS em, there shoo Id be
little elle( 1, Ask s tudent s to express
their result s. ine should real izc that
mos I organisms t et ie d upon more than one
othe1 or ga ni sit! and I P to's r I hi, I oz-,s of

one plant typV had lilt le e fie t.t on I he

community. Dive,' 51 1 means S .1b1 I 1 t

13, 1f there is sit 11 ti me emni (lingo iii roduee
a di fferent s i ss 11 as a forest fire.
This WI 11 prodnt v th tastat1ti;' inlrnediaTP

effects. fIrr-rs.421, who( tti111 return in one
year, in 5 t o 15 yea is in 1 00 years.
The entire ()multi, \ is rest or ed And the
pines even twirl-1, r t in the fire

2nd period: 1. Repeat pro( cdni c aiti

(Supplement 1

the fungal di st

t si mp 1 e ecosystem
stress i s once again

2. This ti me t he I I It t alt, de(1 (It Ing; Nearly
the whole co HMO 1/,ly 1s ttiiped out : y 10
get student, c \plain the d i 1 I* eric e
Many 11 r ea 1171- h rt most of the organisms
depended upon a sin. p law durt mg the
summer months.

3. Ask them whzt r k t tut i 4,-01111111111 ) c ant a i ns

only one pion! in the summer and hint until
someone reaii/(s that thts "community" must
he a farmer' s , and the fungus-
sensi i t e p Ian; a

It. Lead a dist osmium 'in how obvi OHS ly unstable
such Si HIP and how e vett
farms shoo hl ha c its much er sit y as poss-
ible, 'fry to t he students t o d PSC ri be
how the fungus d seast Poo hl ha Ye been hatted
(perhaps by a 1t or 110 t 112 rows 017 sec f, i ons of

different kinds of plants),



FAcHFR tiNtt.

Coml.; I e :,(-11b S I t Ii I

Di 1

t'o1 i 1! I fir

and I 1 i t ,0 ( ,-t6 i (i r; ati 1. t1l 1 I II.' 1 I irma t I f-:o

tt I

1\1 ii AN] n,

I) I I .11

s U I t 201
J; 1! II , '6, :I t Ii f'tieti

De se ri 1.1 ,..
1 1,! VI' - ;' 13,1 : q .60 f '11 it I I yt a I.

!, id I\
IL e- ti a I s ft

o (1 and + tail and heat
I it sra - il41 r
Ina mom 1:4 t Li!! r 50 1 ('e
sensi I I IILIiS i n14-el

RPErt11y,_1 :21!-(Is
seed t I !2,4 III I lid P 1110 1

F " ; I I -, t lit S (;(-(1 ( 0 a
open

Si I li I I 'it;
DO 1 Ii I 1 ND
a v el a L p, :2 Vf'd i s
a Ve raL( L!1, I ; fee

lit ; 1 t

41- 111 t I I

'1 It; ,

r I

"t I I et-
: I - lv ni 30() years
)1 14% -, nor S o

11011.,.1..ef
ei Ji r'- sold ighi

Ii s art t slid I i 71 to bury
serds, )

i:t-t !I \ I' wo I er

t t 1;

1:0 I 41 n1 Pm:
v 1,1 51) 'tirs

! 110 fee t
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Suppli mete' 42 (Cour. .

Des( rip] Oil
maximnin hfight, 1 felt
grows %. t I 1 re ga rdie SS of

amou 0 f ra i n la 11 or
sun] tght

'dies d tit'1 tit winter but
root s ort food for spt ing

rot, t
perenn 1,1 ,;:mes back) every

.ear

ReLrotlilt'
(1) Ito 1 11 na t self ; seed

(drr icd, he ui ud
(2) also (-f-i.roduees by runners

t 001 it 1 s, la id

173

1-1 ANY

Des( t t on
maximum height 1 foot
stas green all year
lit, star': 5 year s

BahIld/
iie 13 Flellik uf water
-grows ;nil\ In shade

Ilcuoduttlun
tie Seeds 011 p,)11. Ina t es

It se 1 i )

it all ha( h f part above
IS cut down - BUT it

ttlo s ,nt- month of warm weather
t 0 g i o UT. boat's

HA\ E PLAN r F

Desci t t 4W
stays gr;.-en d 1 t year
proda( owers in summer,

bet r les in tall
maximum height a 3 feet

I re span- 30 years

Habi t

grows in shade

Dts4tt LI ion
stas ureen all year
nettles In fall
maximum height 3 feet
11 ft.), span; 50 years

Hahn at
:2r0ws best in shade

Rept 1 011

Rep rod w V0 1 i11111-eS IA set f
( ) deLte lids on bees and depend on furred animal to

butterflies for poll ina- pih up, i. is seed (berry),
I ( tin Lot s 5, h) eal it digesting the seed

(2) seeds are ri1 the berries t and dropping the
so at e a Oil led to other !iced in i ts- feces
at ed S 1n illli Ma 1 s and are t, Depends on animal 7, 9, 10,
dropped (lo germinate and 14;
take root ) - animals 7

( 3) 1I lhe part above the
ground is destroyed, it
ea it A I- mv- back. This
takes verai months of
ek:a m t, r,! her . Won't
any heti les for 2-5
tr s
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1%;

i

1,r ,

\ (-,1r 11," I Pr.

p
i (. I), ,111(1

1 unite i's

i

,t; f

d 1,11) \I' It S

1

\ t'.,1)
feet

, I "1-ni;,,,\ I I

Vi: I "1'
d ; '. I

summer
n I so I t I n itt 1 y

- , I nun(' and
i; I: In tit in the'

11

le no;
,

II()
(-( 11 ; 1"

r

th
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Stipp I merit 4- 42 (Cont )

A \-1 KAL 1 1\ I \I m

best IA pi, Desert. pit on
1(.! h r . 1 foot age height of adult : 1 foot

warm -hi .rd ,,m-blood ed
can f - 2 wi rigs fealbited
has 2 lees th claws to has I ells, has feet that oan

trill, a t ound branches grasp branches and stand On
has I r s 111cm
stx,.-5 year can f 1 y

tolor grey
14oeo moo, h ong, narrow , and

'ILI, se t-11, lielFres ha rd
(al I it lants) mi r at es south each winter,

tlaw., 1:: spring

nests branches at least
.:hove ground

hui nest out of twigs and
idvs alwri 7 -4 eggs each

lives about years

Habitat
s ceps tl hranhes a t least 15

res t above ground

Relumbretion
alF s n branch es rat, ea st

feel above ground
I s about 3-4 brown eggs each
spiloa

Food
Anima 1

(7, 8, 12

ANIMAL 3 AN MA I

DeserIllt t on
average het Ell t : 3 feet
warut -bt forded

bercd
2 I erts, a us to stand on
.,rotind oects

call
reilialoz- ail year

Food
, 2, young 9,

'54: you na

Rut odu 11111 and ilabi tat
nest s In bran( hes at least

1 I CP I d h (/ () ground
I iIN'S ;.1110111 2 -3 eggs each

sp

Descrin ti on
can fl

a rm.- b ood ed
has Imes, long claws
feat her ed - black
exec lie lit vision

Voud
(lend anima i Is 1 , 2, 39 4, 7, 9,

;0, I 1 1 3

'tell °due t ton and Habitai,
nest s r II 1011 branches of old

t ryes 11/2. or B
110 s about 2 egg eacs,h spring
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H !ft, ii I.. (±1,11.1 )

A\ 1 ,1 41\ "

1 r "I ; ! i, r H fleproduct 1. on
I s Hi t I s thousands of
0 I h 0 J adult body: I t? It I oti i 1 I or F..1

eeI t H . d-.. .

lit bc!.:1,11. wi nt er s lmt
t1105 rr I I li.
II ' :t : tr r

'311 I! H Iti I Ind "I I he ed,
pIant B only i ± s 1' 1: 1 ii': -14

It Ii
,11 I lir \ 1,_ t 41 o l t. (IX t-

Or 1 0: I. ' 4+:1- Or PI ntS ;',11 11 ..1/11(1 I Hems(' 1 v4. s in the
1; : , ;); I el: she 1 I

,f! I

lit f (,(11H Lit I I Ile :1,111 I t breaks... ,
I ,1\ s i) t7.' I I. '41W I

I IL! titi -mune' (in itti iiis , 0,1" t twit S I Ong,
lilt ; h 102 1, I 0 it I i 11(1 ye 11 ow

i it I )1

tit:414 1 t' 10 i I (11111 re
m, , I \ S
o 1 1 0 ft 0. 1 ctr of p.1 ant'

. 4,, 4, I

it' i it o 1

14-St'! I. '),J 4

(IX tlf,,l'aLlc 'I( oh!
/I

I (

Fur' .1 1 t t)) (1\
H l d

S I i i I I tie winter
but id-, ;If s on ra nett es of

p 1..)1; -

list ., I I: lid I Pi, Vt'S t 0
1101 Ii !- t

11111 it, flit s- tI p bill B in
1,1 wi titer

Food
I (p,latils B. E F',

, k ,
1

10 inches

licpi_mt.nt_ I ,

(,s H o wing in late

1011 MI I fiS 1
I Coto I 1 ) per 10 tree S

\ I I ' II ; 2 tt j nelles
iIt -s c I \ I Oh I
r ; II hi tir,di
1I'r - t tls 01 1:1 riffs
I i tt I 1

11.0); t it
110,1 .1 ' b. .1 tine III v i&I ed

_ \ \ 1.1 exib e

?(±,r
e , . ( I I sit!, II II(I I ho fl! 1110 1

1 101 I 1 111101 .rer II-
I I /i

.: tt f',Ir Ii 01 her -
it I t.,;ti.ti a I eS 1,1 t'Ili

1 1 .1 I `, W.:

ifirl 1'- 1 1( altiec is U0/111

shit I 0,h s ; I , tI g Os 11112. stool 1
01 1 1 : ( I s ( o p t , p I a nt s 011(1
01111110 I n It 01 I , exel ;1 es

1,.



Stipp I 4t4, tit 4!' (Copt. )
I 7,11,1

ties; ' I

4 lea-
wit - 1 IP(1

rtli 'el 1 I ot body
avec ( to shoulder )

t : V r r I,t:.1
Wt. tt to ulellri

al- is of plant s)
, . , i in i les every day

I I -, .1 t s
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ANIMA! 10

S LL.1.211
11*,

hal ut l) I ood
fur J11 4.»et ILS 11411.1:

avt'naie !lel 2.111 of adult
:-.1$011111 er feel

hi' r11l Pb ill 1 Lintel i,l hollow
I na ut iitt,Ier piles 01 fa 1 en
c'a ves and branches

I rs h(,i1t )1)

Foto
11,, ..1:1 i .11 ,1 Haiti tat h, J1

1
1,1114:s

) I r it a 1 o u thy for nest hulk ,It. i), .00

till len 'T) ranches \011I0 .!!: 11 4)

1 4 11.4 ! ' "111 S 1)1rIii to young ,ittittialu' -.7 1 2
h t 1 ug. I ea% I's 01 p 1 s F

I t t t -,1 nut s 1,1 i la nt I;

I .1

din 1%,i t Jo- IMO it
( ; . I i ma 1 s 1, 2,

I) 1 5)

Popt it, (1 to t he ecosystem:
1 1;0 !, :»)111111) tig "i families

A\

H fit 0(1 tic 1 I On
f('m.-1 I c Lr

1 es h1 I /I) 1 o 2 or 3
L 11 Li t e' wi ilt

ANIMAL 12

Des( »1 t on Dust t Jul i on
no , 112,S or arms 1).1:, t, I e t adu 1 t, - 1 inch to 11 ,
co Id hi nod ed 2 r tu hes I only
maximum na of adult : ('c)! d h1011d,

I t ' f , 1 l i d ! , ske I 1. on ( exoshel et on )
1, I - c,wi and green II' es I year

po t ( 1 »s 10 blend with
I !an' s i1(, ronnd ) 1.1 c 1 N'e I e

ccirmi IA I ays I housands of eggs
11,11» tinder 1 ogs

(s mid t r In I I en logs and you ii hal Ii i in fa 1 I and hibernate
h inn t, in I (ipso! 1 'overwi liter

tilt t )11,1

RtpU.4111.1_ il
; I II any spring

; I a I I I'2 each
I I mi.

Ia\ s t - I lid t-:1 fail ell
Iii 0l I ea VrtS ; 1.411 eft

41111W , hat chi ng, take
( a re of themse I ves

11011

Ln SI: I 119. ottup feed on leaves of
I), 11

n slimmer tido I I reeds on I eaves
of (`, I). H

Bahl I 01
n grassy VAS, !tides under

c: l'S <iWI t11I I glass
tt
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Stipp lement # 42 (Cont. )

ANIMAL 13

ll s,ipti on
has 4 le gs
warm -hl ooded
fur a l l over i t s body: brown
maxi mum height (to shoulder) :

feet
11vt.s about 20 years

s p tants
%rigs lut;I:s of all plants

berries (pl.i:n1 s E, F, G, H, I)
Ihilutd
wooded is rca

s I pep 'In ground



1EACHER SUPFIbMEN1

I1 ff Lfa ds - Simple L t f t

,is.
,t,itt , olds proximate ly h,- ti t 11 I ot j. ;on'

(No 1 t ;n1 ) it() Plant ) and ! 1 ,1 01),: , ) 1

tfi I , '; I i tif tittlita oil n% on I iii t at cis

1 tfS )11 ,/11(= season:
Set,tettine! "ti.r

maximum neigh 1 it inches
killed 11% r :11 tires below

Ilt1 htlat
IIEt'rls 1111 t t Srin ight

11_ 1.11

IA kill tS '11 t- Th t-1 i le"
(cannot Ft 1,1 ;hi P )

seeds must be sowed in fall

179

Itt -11,:; o_t

I t ir. r 1 1 I June on) y
ripens CHI N 11 suni eh t
maximum tit Igh( : t

1 1',t)
:.''~:j''iJII1 . anti butter-

s 1 t i s ( Animal 1 ) cat r.
poll(' II

.t- ( LIS ifl 1 11 June
(Is 40 drop to ground -

neel a Itirred animal for
Nt'Pt1S to SIA(b io (10 be
idit f f' 1 1,, tot )- anima D

1-11 A\ 1 't 11 1\1

t »a
111.1X111111111 2 inches
t flits down iii wint e

t ts it ma i ti al i lie (store
food t. tt %, es gr ow up
in I.i ; t Mcly

sells 11 1 t 1 mu us infection

i/, IN ; t WI
MUM lir 1 2 inches

.,its Apt i I or Mac'
'11 h 1 11 11111t'

4111

11' ( 1.. * (1i \ r,f tat 111 1 Ott

HF,l1i t ($1
.7. an.. ,nint I lint

liveds ',it surd ight ) pol 1 Inas s itself tti
Ala

RAJ) t 1 211 set all 1.41 by wi till 111

) 1,0 ; I) Animal I ill Juice
1 'S1;1111111 ,J y ) it, in 1 oki,to i 1 - germinates

bt "(IS tal I tell by wi nil, in tit xi spi 1 rig
,le lai 1 t ) ,11 SI, 1 f! p1.0(111f, i S b% t atlne rs

) ill so iti,lod in es by run-
ne S



Supplement 4 43 (Cont. )

PLAN1

DesliptiOn
lives f;,,m 441ril to June

only
weds rientv of sunlight
maximum height: 2 feet

Reprochwt.on
sprinz bees :n batter- -

t s i ; An. -11 I) carry
of.1:"

,eeds loch' i lube
seeds .01,1 f'rop to !Around -
needs a lorred animal for
spc'!-, to slick to
(Arima 4 D and K)

PLANT

Description
lives from April to tie

needs plenty of sunlight
maximum height: 2 feet
needs 100Se, fertile soil

Reproduction
in spring bees (Animal I)

carry pollen
seeds form in June
seeds won't drop to ground -
needs a furred animal for
seeds to stick to
(Animals D and K)

PLANT 10

Description
lives from Apr11 lo June
maximum height: 1: feet

lieproduction
in spring bees and butter-
flies (tnimal I) carry
pollen

seeds form in June
seeds fall to around and

germinati, 4.0xt Apiil

I S 0

PLANT r

Description
maximum height: 2 inches
top dies down in wirtc.:. .00ts

remain alive, new tcave-;
grow up in Isle

dies in july

Habitat---
needs loose, fertile so-P d

plenty ,f sunlisht

Reproduction
(I) pollinates in May

seeds carried ny wind in
June

(2) seeds lay in topsoil and
germinate next spring

PLANT 9

Description,
maximum height: I inch
grows up in late April

Habitat
needs loose, fertile soil

and plenty of sunlight

Reproduction
pollinates itself in April
seeds must be carried by
Animal D and bu-ied



Supr1emt-0 '13 (Cont.

A.N1 MAI A

Lit e Cycle
i<t s bandreds of eggs

III F.1 4 I
ouna halth in fall, feeds

on Picini

soune 111nel-wife underground
thru ih hinier (Nov. -
q1.1 I I I

% (Joni, i t / .1 'III Plant 3 in
se?iiii! and Plant 4 in

SUMMCI
adu Its teed on Plant 1

int (melt St I HUPP!' and earl y
tail

Ha hit

around

maNimum site of adult: 1
inth lone

t) Ices
no winas
ha t d v sky I (Ion
vold-blwided

IMAI C

12tLat Ion u t
ofenmaximum lg oth f adult :

6 1flities

cold- hi OPP ed
no lees, arms, at wings

v es iii the topsoil

Rekodui t
h Itliiitr(Iu,lt is both male

and f ilia le hut cannot ferti -
1 ze itself'

2 will fertilize each other -
'""N then vain elves birth to

several voting
male as Ion,. as weather is

warm

Ft) oil
swat l lows i t, digests small

and mit 106. °pie plants and
anima Is in the soil; excretes
the soil

only lives in feriile topsoil,
sensitive lo i.esticides

A\ I MA:

Desert t 1 on of Life ciycle
female lays t:undreds of eggs

in any fall - iti soil
yeas 1w 1 ch in earl spring
owe! ee(l ')I1 Mani
summer

adults t vett on Plant ti in
eat It fa II

hod\
max; mum site of adult:

int hes i ong
t, legs
no hines
hard exoskeleton
Iota-61 ooded
hr aun

Habit at
I 11 eS g rou 1K!

AN I MA D

i,p1 1 op
1 gsle, runs very fast
1 or a l l over i t s body
war m - blooded

X I mum height of adult :
1 !; inches

9

181

Habitat.
on 21'01410
111 br2r hi) I es under dirt and

!Val es, but will feed during
nit Id days of winter

Food
ploois 5, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 in

Plant Fa in summer and early
In I I

Plant 2 in wittier when weather
mild

DeF r
milt +s frequent! y s several

l It rs each year
1111 s i ,e t. about 6



St/ / It ; '4 t ' . )

.A\ 1'1 1."

Li. 1L, Pi)
Vet -

(8 ,k 1 et J.:
A i t .'_s
I i v s 1 n .1 Ilk, 1 1) and K

s ( Adtil t
n. ,n; P;a:c1 1

1'314

lie,44 I

0: ono eet
n e s 4 h 1 /1-

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i t t i f ,8 .1.. I
I I 1- f-

,.; I

, ill Nitli
iI 1.1 44

Ht; b 1 i .1. I

s tom, an stir 1 s. , ' I ,,ttna
111 ht,Itd 14 ;II r I W1 26

h 1%.. t".1 ae,:1 +1 I( a
s ' sh. i 11 - su

ILL III 14. ) In 1 tali rig (m)
11! ; ; 1 I s host An i :Tt.1 a 4, " I

mit 13 rt_ f (3(485
1 ;4 it I

,41/ /id. Pit

IIN i d \ S ti 11
Lis II iird he r stomach

I roll; the host
ea-as is sit -So Plant, 4 in spring,

alma lids ; t1 in spring and
I( 4 41 ;4 I. III 13 0nt

t

y0111114 114.1 a I/ to ado I t form
I 0 ....442 44S and a t tach to
A1) If

RP is '

(- I I .1 4- s t'dtiu1at 1 0)
,4_1 twigs and

. ", I di,(; t ii rc o r I hem-
St -.1)a as they

I h

3

ili'S( L UFf

cn 1 41 111,3011143

s i11.I3 1 e t venom
;

.;1 :« 1LS Or wi ties
; I.! i i ow and
1;1, 1 I ern

,14111 1 7 ; 7 feet
Hail I.....

ro nod
hi he !1,11 I s and leaves and

\ AP I. I I

0,dt
144,I i tail h.

11( f t IIII4 I ::11

' ;: I 7' II', t I, al ill
Si IV.: ole _inn r

. /t

1
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Supklement 43 (Cont.)

ANIMAL H AN iMAI

1Jescr 1. It on Description
hard exoskel eton lives on aroLnd
size of adult : 1 inch female lays hundrelf of ergs
S le gs in early fall - iii soil
color: dark brown with eglis haatcta in early spring

green spot s young feed on Pia tu 4 in
S ummer

Habitat adult feeds on Plant 4 in
1,1 b 051 ;i, r op soi 1 from early fall

Xo embei - April , lives
on !1 round Body

maximum si e of adult : 3 inches
Food h less
enlist-1'mA s a web across wings

Plant s (summer), hard exoskeleton
2 (winter ), 3 spring), cold -blooded
b (spring ), 8 (spring), compound eyes
and 10 ( sp ri ng) green

rajis an. eat s Animals A,
b, and E

AN I MAL AN 1 !,1A1 K

Description Desert pti
no legs, arms, or wings maximum length of adult:
hard she l 1 over soft body 2 inches
length of adult: 1 inch it legs, claws
2 antennae with eyes on the brown

lips fur al 1 over body, warm-
ta n or b 1 cooled

no eyes or ears
Habi a t who body senses vibrations
ground

Habi t at
Food i ivcs cited er ground (usually
feeds on Plant if (summer) stays underground )

and Plant 2 (winter )

Reproduce
lays numerous eggs dll year

1 ong

Food
roo t s of Plant It (summer)

and Plant 2 (winter )

Reproduction
2 .111 ters (spring and fall )
young born al ive
litter si ze: 5-Q
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LEACHER SUPPLEMENT # 44

Suggest, d 'Stress' Situations and Questions

Th: J:irst is recommended to use for both communities

since it demonstrates the greater sidbiiit" of the diverse

ecosystems.. The second and fourth aro recommended to use

for the !',:roast community if time atlows.

oss

During the summer (July) a fungus is b! OW11 into the ecosys

tem. This fungus attaches to the leaves of any sensitive

plant. It destroys the plant. Thi- fungus produces thou-

sands of spores that are blown by the wind a short distance.

Whenever 'hey land on a sensitive p (ant, they multiply, kill-

the plant.

IlLestions (after all effects completed)

1. After the sensitive plants all die, it rains-heavily for

two weeks, What will happen 5rosion, seeds of plants

wash away, soil ania..1 s wash a wag?

2. What will remain to r ow the next year? Probably no

plant s will be left].

3. How would the situation have been dilterent if the eco-

system had looked like this in July:

sensitive plants

resistant plants

sensitive plant s

resistant i la nts

( reaal_la tt ern )

Stress, 2:

Lightning s I rikes a tree during a slimmer storm. Thils causes

a fi that i ages au the eritiri- ocosystem
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Stipp I f ills n i '111 Cunt . )

quest 1.ins (at lei dii eilef s

1 wi 11 back by next summer?
Who flint- ha wi thin 10 1 eki i s.? How wi 1 1 these
ie tut ti?

, t si,ef 1 CS twin- filed by the 1 c`? Why?

WI's if anima I 7 re turne cl would its " si Ina ti ant' ha i.(2 hpt..11

octifie Fhe lire? LNo, there %%Int ld he 1 e ss
ilk's, s-. p opt la i on wool!! be sma I let?

ess

I111' ,t1-111 15 sprayed to kill at i insect s (al 1

Iv's,- tvi II ha i d exoshe I etoiis and if :ft legs
2. What i die i mined] at el y?
3. lthai wi 11 di e next?

. Iii 101 it WIIi the poi son t. one ent e? Lrhe top
(arolvr.,iPs/

St rf ss

Wevei liatiser buys this ecosystem and "cl ear' uu ts" it, (tiiI s
is easier than se 1 e cti ve curling of t Fees ), They promise
to plant p.inf sued] rigs in 5 years,

Questions

Wha wi II di e?
2. Who t w.1 i l I (lave?

wi I1 re turn?
If. flow wi I I i he pt`f)syst em 1 ook when WeN Cl haeuser drives in

w'rtii its seedi ngs in 5 Neal s?



Its()

UN I 1- % 1U1 t,11-.1 ! A\D f

1 \1110b1-C 1 I IN 1'0 Yt 111 I a

Can You Predit i '1

T14 1cl

1.;()At,

!IVO\ I t,H pitaelples they ho.i- learned (on-
eel ni ht: t 0:+: stems by serui iniz-

.tint mminia ;11,-s 11( I .1( /c.(0 anti ( I.tssi 01.; I; Eft? as
r'ithet stahiV 01 1 (043 I e ttoI111 IeX 01 S1111131 (",)

1 NTItODUC II ON;

'a ilk (LI dtive a.itiml the school's ntiglavoihood and plan
a tour that hill I ne ude both stmt ie (1 vont lards, shopping
cell re/ s; l'artIS ) and d# xel se (I re I ds abandoned 2- 3 years,
hoods ) olumn', es, Cons ld. Pr i in\'t'I ling and discussion ti me
and s( beau ie I he I rip a (1 ordIugIt
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ACIIAllY PLANS

t.,att You Ptedikt Fttil/

UNIT VI; ADkERslIV AND DIVERSITY

TIME; i

TO THE, lEAIllt.W

I. Woli, to examplts of diverse and simple ecos3stems

.1 in the Hittite introdittilon.

Ask the' students which are most stable, and why, As you

rout', dis,A)ss the kinds of stress That wiil destroy the

simple ecnsystems but not ih4- Lomptex: specifi( diseases,

art ot unseasonal weather (less likely to adapt),

Intiqtt pests,

-5, Also ask lor solutions; planting d tariety of plants

(ac,notall the animals will thtn naturally (ome), intro-

dta carnivorous insects rather than using weed killer

and institi(ples.
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